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Restriction lifted after nearly a m onth
Students’ access to  Richardson H all m icrocom puters reinstated
The microcomputers located in Richardson Hall were once again opened up to the general 
student body on Monday after nearly a month of being restricted to students enrolled in math
and computer science GER courses.
Report shows 12 position appointments 
made without affirmative action procedures
By Mary Petracca
Correspondent_____________
A dozen MSC employee 
appointments in the last three 
years defied affirmative action 
recruitment procedure, accord­
ing to a preliminary report 
issued by the Equal Opportun­
ity/Affirmative Action Pro­
gram Nov. 21.
“There were circumstances 
under which administration felt 
it necessary to bypass affirma­
tive action procedures,” said 
Anita Walters, director of Equal 
Opportunity/ Affirmative Ac­
tion and member of the Pres­
ident’s Commission on Affirma­
tive Action, following the 
commission meeting where the 
findings were released.
In one such action, a minority 
was offered a permanent job so 
he could leave his old job and 
meet the deadline to fill the 
vacant position.
“In one appointment where 
their case was not so strong, a 
non-minority consultant was 
hired because administration 
thought he was the most qual­
ified and there would be a big 
void for three to four months 
during a search,” said Walters. ^
“I don’t always get my way,”
Walters said. “I propose, they 
dispose,” she said.
“In these situations adminis­
tration would say we’ve identi­
fied someone qualified for the 
job and we wouldn’t be able to 
find someone better even if we 
had a search,” Walters said.
“A commitment was not ad­
hered to,” said Tom Puryear, 
co-chair of the Retention and 
Recruitment Committee, refer­
ring to a promise, made by 
former acting president Richard 
A. Lynde’s administration, to 
notify the 48-member commis­
sion of any non-affirmative 
action appointments.
The Affirmative Action re­
cruitment policy states that a 
job must be posted on campus 
in 35 locations through the 
personnel office. Then, a search 
committee reviews resumes and 
has interviews for an adminis­
trative or professional position. 
For non-administrative posi­
tions, the head of the depart­
ment reviews resumes and in­
terviews applicants. Reports 
that must be filed w'th the 
commission include number of 
applicants and interviews. All 
jobs must be advertised.
The commission’s responsi­
bility is to investigate employ­
ment practices and make re­
commendations to the 
president.
Seven full-time appointments 
following affirmative action but 
limiting eligibility to MSC full­
time employees with less than 
three applicants in the pool were 
made, according to the report.
Regarding limited job des­
criptions, Puryear said, “It is 
manipulating ways to get the 
person you want.”
The report concludes that 
although affirmative action 
procedures “have not been 
followed to the letter, it appears 
that there have been represen­
tatives of the target groups”in 
the group.
Another concern of the Pres­
ident’s Commission was lengthy 
acting appointm ents.“ If an 
acting employee applies for the 
job he is acting in, he has a foot 
in the door,” Walters said.
Puryear responded, “If a 
three year acting employee 
applies for the job he has more 
than a foot in the door.
“Our main concern is to give 
everyone equal access to an 
acting position,” Puryear said.
cont. on p. 5
By Anthony DiPasquale
Staff Writer
Access to the microcomputer 
lab in Richardson Hall was 
reinstated Monday for students 
not enrolled in computer science 
GER classes, after nearly a 
month of restricted use.
The lifting of the lab’s restric­
tions came after several deans 
of other MSC schools, the vice 
president of academic aflairs, 
and the vice president of student 
affairs, protested that it was in 
the best interests of the campus 
community to provide open lab 
time.
The restricted use, which 
went into effect Nov. 6, allowed 
only students taking math and 
computer science GER classes 
to use the Richardson Hall 
computer lab, one of the most 
popular on campus. The restric­
tion resulted from complaints of 
overcrowding lodged by stu­
dents in the GER courses.
“We are pleased to cooperate 
with the provost, and are mak­
ing the lab accessible to all 
students in the good faith that 
the other labs on campus 
begin to make their labs more 
accessible also,” said Dr. Ken­
neth Wolff, chairperson of the 
math and computer science 
department.
The Developmental and Ca-
reer Services office has also 
obtained a grant from United 
Parcel Service to purchase 
computers to be used by stu­
dents preparing resumes, which 
will take an enormous strain off 
the facilities of Richardson, 
according to Wolff.
“We understand that more 
students are becoming compu­
ter literate, and plans are being 
discussed for expanding the 
current labs and the possibility 
of putting a computer lab in the 
residence halls,” said Jean 
Armstrong, vice president of 
student affairs.
The college’s goal is to make 
individual residence rooms 
computer capable and link them 
to the nation network that the 
faculty currently uses. It would 
enable students to communicate 
and access the computer facil­
ities of other colleges across the 
country.
“Computer systems of this 
magnitude will be of enormous 
educational value, and it is the 
way we are going to be living 
within the next ten years so we 
must train the students how to 
use the resources and to use 
them wisely,” said Wolff. The 
hours for students not enrolled 
in com puter science GER 
classes are: Mon. and Thurs. 8- 
10 a.m., Tues. and Wed. 3-5 and 
7-9 p.m., and Fri. 1-4 p.m.
L egisla tors argue 
gubernatorial race
By Carmel Me Aree
Correspondent______________
The 1989 New Jersey guber­
natorial race really never began, 
Democratic and Republican 
legislators agreed in a recent 
public policy forum at MSC.
“The race was over by Labor 
Day,” said State Senator Ga­
briel Ambrosio, adding that 
Democrat Governor-elect Jim 
Florio cleverly adopted posi­
tions on issues—abortion and 
insurance—that the average 
New Jerseyan felt comfortable 
with. He thereby effectively put 
Courter all the way to the right, 
Ambrosio said.
Courter’s anti-abortion and 
hands-off-insurance stances 
served him well in the Repub­
lican primary election, but at the 
New Jersey state level, where 
there is no strong party loyalty,
he needed to be much more 
liberal, Ambrosio said.
“We were a disaster in 1989. 
We tried to pass the baton from 
Kean to Courter and it was 
dropped,” said Assemblyman 
Bob Franks, who added that 
there was no cooperation be­
tween the Kean administration 
and the Courter campaign.
Courter never established 
credibility with the people of 
New Jersey and failed to suc­
cinctly answer why he wanted 
to be Governor, said Franks.
Dr. William Berlin of the 
Political Science Department 
questioned the impact of neg­
ative campaigning on the race. 
Ambrosio said he was uncertain 
whether it affected the outcome 
of the race, explaining that it 
was easy to portray Courter 
negatively due to his incompe-
cont. on p. 8
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With Macintosh 
you can even do this:
Macinu >sh1 «  imputera have 
always been easy to use. But they've 
never been this easy to own.
Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save 
hundreds of dollars on a variety 
of Apple* Macintosh computers and 
peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle 
for an ordinary PC. With The
The College Store
Lower Level 
Student Center Bldg
Macintosh S;tle. you can wind up with 
much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money
.«YEjsSesga1. . f 1
The Macintosh Sale
Now through January 31.
© I9H9 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the Apple Ioro and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, hie
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Radio Notice o f  
Class Cancellations
In the event that inclement 
weather or other circumstances 
make it necessary for classes to 
be canceled, the following radio 
stations will air notices:
WCBS, W INS, WOR, 
WABC, W M HG, W ERA, 
W JLK, W JD M , W KER, 
W N N J—A M /W IX L —FM , 
W M TR—A M /W D H A —FM 
and WCTC—AM /W M GO— 
FM.
Holyday of the Immaculate 
Conception 
December 8,1989
!
Need help solving  
Academ ic, Business 
and Other Problems? 
Pressed for Time?
Then Try—
THE SYMPOSIUM  
GROUP
Research Consultants—
Eager to Assist in 
all Areas.
Call 201-438-5665 
Free
First Consultation 
Reasonable Rates
Masses on campus:
W # '
Thursday, December 7 - 4:00 p.m. 
Dioguardi R oom , Newman Center
i
1
X
X
Friday, Dec. 8 -12:15 p.m. 
Student Center Ballrooms
Newman Catholic Campus Ministry
is chartered as a 
Class IV Org. of the SGA
»  »
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N a m e
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i C  t t
o n e
is
v e i n
Tver'-’
Monday, December 11,1989 
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m. 
in the Rat
C A S #  p 0 Z £ S ! ’-
Lim ited contestant space is available.
Come down to Room 112d Student Center Annex
for rules and applications.
CLUB is a Class I of the SGA
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Park at your own risk
By Kim Tutaio
Correspondent
Campus police records indi­
cate between 20 and 30 cars 
were broken into since October, 
indicating that auto theft and 
the great number of cars broken 
into at MSC is becoming a 
danger for students and faculty. 
“No one parking lot is safe,” 
said Sgt. Debbie Newcombe of 
MSC campus police.
“There is an average of about 
40 cars stolen per year,” said 
Newcombe. Since October, the 
majority of stolen cars have 
been recovered in Newark, she 
said, but Lyndhurst, Bridgewat­
er, Paterson and Irvington 
recoveries lead campus police to 
believe there are several groups 
participating in the thefts.
Cars are stolen during the day 
as well as at night, according 
to police records. Cars have 
been stolen out of lot 13 while 
a parking attendant was pres­
ent. “Whatever is in view inside 
the car is stolen,” said New­
combe. Stereos, radar detectors, 
clothing, books, and, in a few 
cases, stuffed animals have been 
reported stolen.
Newcombe said campus po­
lice believe off campus juveniles 
are participating in some thefts. 
No one has been caught this 
year.
Newcombe suggested having 
one or more prevention devices 
to reduce the risk of theft. Some 
methods she suggested included 
the armored collar, a shield 
which locks the steering wheel, 
and mock alarm control box, 
both of which are visible in the 
car and may discourage thieves. 
Other devices include the kill 
switch and fuel switch, which 
cut off the electrical system or 
fuel pump, making it virtually 
impossible to start the car, and 
the m otion detector alarm, 
which activates a loud warning 
if the car is tampered with.
For thefts of personal belong­
ings, Newcombe suggested 
keeping all personal property 
out of view, using false fronts 
to hide stereos, and keeping 
alarm deactivating switches out 
of view. “Shop around for 
alarms and ask how the alarm 
can be defeated,” said New­
combe, “because all alarms can 
be defeated somehow.”
Alarms and other theft prev­
ention devices mentioned by 
Newcombe are listed in the 
“Auto Theft Prevention” guide 
offered by the campus police.
Newcombe said the college is 
an ideal location for auto thefts 
because of the access to Rtes. 
3 and 46 which lead to Newark 
by Route 21, as well as Bloom­
field Ave. which leads to the 
Oranges. “Kean College also 
has been hit a lot because of the 
accessibility to the Parkway,” 
said Newcombe, adding that 
William Paterson is not as 
accessible as MSC.
Rutgers College in Newark, 
which has accessibility from 
numerous highways, was 
plagued last year by the car theft 
epidemic. According to Brian 
DeZavala, a student activist at 
Rutgers Newark, where the 
campus is patrolled by State 
Police, the number of incidents 
have decreased since the use of 
a special task force was assigned 
to tackle the problem.
Newcombe said that she be­
lieves the car thefts vary and 
have no set pattern. To cut 
down on the amount of thefts, 
surveillance has been increased
at times when campus police 
believed a lot would be struck. 
An unmarked vehicle has also 
been purchased to watch the 
parking lots.
The police’s best tool against 
auto theft, though, is witnesses, 
according to Newcombe. “Wit­
nesses have helped in the past 
to lead to convictions,” she said. 
“We need students to be our 
eyes and report anyone who 
looks suspicious. While there 
are only four or five policemen 
on duty, there are over 8,000 
students and there is only so 
much we can cover. Everybody 
participating can help because 
we can’t do it on our own.”
Newcombe suggested keep­
ing all personal property out of 
view to aid in preventing a theft.
Newcombe said she believes 
that alarms will help in theft 
prevention to a certain extent. 
“Alarms will get people’s atten­
tion,” she said, adding however 
that cars are stolen even with 
alarms because students forget 
to turn them on.
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ONLY $795.
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MAC II
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ACCOUNTING GRADUATES 
SHOULDN’T BE TREATED
LIKE NUMBERS.
Accordingly, we’d like to know your name.
Ours is UJB...the fastest-growing, family-oriented financial 
institution that can offer accounting students advantages 
which public firms can’t.
See our auditing experts when they visit your campus and 
you’ll get all the information you need to make the right 
decision about your future.
UJB Financial. Where you get the challenges of numbers 
without becoming one. See placement office for details.
U JB
FINANCIAL
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V
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Campus Police R eport
Flag retirement ceremony held Pervert Aanii at ,ot 21
By Richard E. Buckley, Jr.
Staff Writer________________
A crowd of approximately 25 
people gathered on November 
13 at 5:00 p.m. to watch the flag 
retirement ceremony at the 
flagpole adjacent to the student 
center.
The three-year-old flag had 
become quite weathered and 
was retired with a traditional 
ceremony in which the old flag 
was burned and replaced with 
a new one.
The ceremony was conducted 
by the MSC Veterans Associ­
ation in cooperation with the 
Army ROTC and members of 
ihe Air Force ROTC, Echo 
Flight Detachm ent 490. 
Members of the ARMY ROTC 
participating included Tommy 
Mergola, color guard Com­
mander, Sgt. Dennis Brown, 
Lance Corporal William J. 
Frank, Spencer Hildebrand, 
Shawn Mullen, John Arendt, 
and Michael Chiaet.
Members of the Air Force
Members of the Army ROTC and the Air Force ROTC 
performing a flag retirement ceremony on Nov. 13.
ROTC who participated were: Cadet third class Mullen.
Cadet Major Michael P. Hea­
ley, Cadet Captain Peter Cal- 
lamari, first-year cadet Major, 
fourth class cadet Edwards, and
Peter Delvecchio, an MSC 
graduate student, played taps as 
the flag was retired and burned.
Position appointments made without affirmative action
cont. from p. 1
The Retention and Recruit­
ment Committee will be review­
ing the Affirmative Action
report and acting position con­
cerns. If they have any recom­
mendations, they will present
them to the Commission at the 
next meeting, which will be held 
on Dec. 18 at 10 a.m.
By Ruelda Dempster and 
Lizzette Perez
1 1 l
□ Two female students reported 
that a male was seen exposing 
himself in Lot 26 at 11:30 p.m. 
Nov. 20.
□Two females reported being 
approached by an unidentified 
male outside of the library at 
12:30 p.m. Nov. 12. The suspect 
made explicit sexual remarks 
and suggestions to them. The 
suspect fled toward Valley Road 
when the women spotted a 
Campus Police car and ran to 
it.
□ A bomb threat was called in 
to Bohn Hall on Nov. 10 at 1:40 
a.m. The building was evacuat­
ed and nothing was found.
□ An ‘86 Chevy was stolen from 
Lot 17 between Nov. 10 and 
Nov. 13.
□ At the Clove Rd. Apts, 
between the hours of 4 a.m. and 
10 a.m. someone forced open a 
ground floor window, entered 
the apartment, and burglarized 
it. A TV and two speakers 
totaling $450 were stolen.
□ An ‘84 Audi was stolen from 
Lot 22 on Nov. 13 between 10 
a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
□ Four campus residents report­
ed Nov. 22 around 12:30 a.m.
they witnessed a male exposing 
himself in Lot 21, said Sgt. 
Debra Newcombe. When cam­
pus police arrived at the scene, 
he was found standing next to 
a car getting dressed. The man, 
identified as an Upper Mont­
clair resident, was arrested and 
charged with lewdness. He was 
arrested previously in Montclair 
on similar charges and his 
description was similar to the 
one seen two days earlier, police 
say. He is scheduled to appear 
in Little Falls court Dec. 6.
□ A concerned mother of an 
M.S.C. student Nov. 26 told 
police that her daughter’s boy­
friend has assaulted and threa­
tened the student on several 
occassions at various locations 
on campus.
□ A dispute over parking led to 
an assault Nov. 27 at 11:00 a.m. 
in the meter Lot of College Hall. 
The complainant did not wish 
to press charges but asked that 
administrative action be taken.
□ An assistant manager of 
Blanton Hall observed someone 
driving an ‘83 Jeep at 1:10 a.m. 
Nov. 28 over a grassy area on 
the east side of Blanton, causing 
extensive damage to the culti­
vated areas. The driver, an 
MSC resident student, faces 
criminal charges and adminis­
trative action still pending.
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With Macintosh 
you can even do this:
Macintosh* computers have always been easy to use. But they’ve never 
been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety 
of Apple® Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there’s no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The 
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money
Neu.i
Open...
Close
3€N
# 0
S a u e r, *$ _
Saue Rs...
Print... 38P
Quit :#:Q
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©  1989Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
¡The Fraters
Tau
R ho
Kappa Epsilon International
Z eta C hapter, would like t<
newest brothers into the bond:
Fraternity,
welcome their
The
Class:
Pat Algieri 
Rafael Avila 
Jason English 
Brian Fitzgerald 
Jason Kolenut 
Todd Lockwood 
Nick Dalli Santi 
Darrin King
Dan Moroses 
Ray Murphy 
Chris Muszelik 
Scott Neer 
Jerry Opthof 
John Sulva 
Lance Tarazona 
John Toth 
Rob Whitaker
TKE
The Macintosh Sale.
Now through January 31.
T h e C o lleg e  S tore
Lower Level 
Student Center Bldg
"C ultivating Potential and Breeding Success
jf TKE is  a C lass IV o f  th e  SG A
w s B o s a a
1515151515151515®
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MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE
MAC FEST '89
M.
Authorized Dealer
APPLES ARE NOT TUST FOR TEACHERS
Demonstrations
W hen: Thursday, December 7th Where: Student Center Cafeteria C 
Time: 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
FEATURING:
• WORD PROCESSING PROGRAMS.
• HYPERCARD - Macintosh’s note-organizing program.
• LASER DISC TECHNOLOGY.
• PAGE LAYOUT - using Aldus Pagemaker.
• CD-ROM - storage device for the Macintosh.
Experts will be on hand from Pioneer Electronics,
Aldus Pagemaker, Apple Computer and Computer Pros.
Free g iveaw ays
BALLOONS LITERATURE 
MUGS PENS
Sponsored by The College Store, Apple Computer and Computer Pros of Wayne, NJ.
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Nearby schools attend retail symposium
By Susan McCallen
Correspondent_____
Students from more than 28 
surrounding high schools and 
community colleges crowded 
the Student Center Ballrooms 
at the fourth MSC Careers in 
Retailing Symposium on Mon., 
Nov. 13.
For a $5.00 fee, students 
learned about careers in retail 
and met with executive person­
nel from companies such as Liz 
Claiborne, Lord & Taylor and 
Macy’s. Attendees also lunched 
with retail executives and made
appointments for job inter­
views.
MSC Seniors from Delta 
Epsilon Chi Retailing Club and 
Epsilon Delta Epsilon Retail 
Honor Society were also there 
to give attendees a student’s 
perspective of retailing.
“It was a great success,” said 
Dr. Joseph C. Hecht, one of the 
coordinators of the symposium. 
Hecht said the “hidden goal” of 
the symposium was to attract 
prospective students to the 
college. “We want people to 
know about MSC,” he said.
Legislators argue gubernatorial race
cont. from p. 1
tence in dealing with state 
issues.
Florio’s congressional record, 
which strongly supported New 
Jersey issues, his run for gov­
ernor against Kean in 1981, and 
his vast exposure to electorate 
of New Jersey greatly contrib­
uted to his overwhelming win 
in which he got 62% of the New 
Jersey vote, according to Am- 
brosio.
Franks acknowledged the 
Democrat’s widespread win in 
the 1989 New Jersey elections, 
but expressed his optimism for 
the future of Republicans in 
New Jersey. Franks said Cary
Edwards, who was scheduled to 
attend the forum but was oth­
erwise detained, would prove to 
be a formidable opponent if he 
decided to run for governor in 
the future.
Lisa Cavanaugh, a psychol­
ogy major at MSC, expressed 
her concern regarding the rising 
costs of higher education, citing 
that most college students are 
graduating with debts of $7,000.
Education was not widely 
debated in the campaign be­
cause both the Democrats and 
the Republicans agreed that 
education is a major priority, 
said Ambrosio. He added that 
New Jersey’s education record
over the past few years has been 
impressive. However, he said 
that inevitability, “Education 
costs are going to go up,” and 
the only way to stem the cost 
is to put more money into the 
educational system.
Ambrosio commented that 
the Democrats are not liable for 
solving all of New Jersey’s woes, 
namely the solid waste problem 
and the insurance costs, but 
added that the Florio Admin­
istration will need to be more 
involved than the Kean Admin­
istration. New Jersey needs a 
government that is active with 
hands-on abilities, he said.
“We want them to think about 
coming (here).”
The Careers in Retail Sym­
posium, which stressed the link 
between education and busi­
ness, was sponsored by the 
Retail M erchandising and 
M anagem ent Program  of 
BEOSH and the Kinney Show 
Corporation.
Kathy Ahearn, personnel 
recruiter for Mandee and Annie 
Sez and a graduate of MSC, 
said, “There’s a good mix of 
companies here. It gives stu­
dents a choice.”
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E SOLUTIONS
Create An Instant Bedroom
---------------------------------1
Coupon with thli ad only
KYOTO FUTON 
EASY BED
FRAME A FUTON PACKAGE
^ 1 7 8  ^*198
Reg. $228 Reg. $248
From stylish chair, to chaise, to 
bed ..in an Instant. Pertecl lor 
dorms or apartments, easy to 
use. Colodul covers and pillows 
available.
TW IN SIZE MATRESS ONLY 
Reg.:
$128
SA LE:
SOUD PINE 
PLATFORM BED * V O  
ONLY
*148SOUD PINE WATERBED
Both include frame & standard 
pedestal Headboard & storage 
drawers additional.
NIKKO FUTON 
EASY BED
Converts easily to a comfortable 
twin size bed. Full size available
ONLY *168 ¿ X L
F-ame & Futon Package $248
□  □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  
□  □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  
□  □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □
EAST BRUNSWICK
RT 18 North 
(Nest to M idstate Mall) 
2 5 7 -9 0 4 5
WOODBRIDGE
RT 1 South  
(Just past Capt. Cj's)
5 4 9 -7 7 2 0
HOURS MON -FRI. 10-9. SAT 10-6, SUN 12-5
9 CONVENIENT SHOWROOMS
Sleep
Doctor
The Sleep & Storage Specialists
If you smoke 
4,000hours ayear, 
stopping for 24 
won’t kill you.
In fact, it might save your life.
All you have to do is join 
millions of other Americans 
and give up smoking for a day. 
Because if you can quit for a day, 
you can quit for life.
For more information, 
call 1-800-ACS-2345.
□  □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □»  »  »  i» »
CIRCULATION
MANAGEMENT
If you are a sales oriented individual who believes 
he/she can handle a management position, then 
this may be the opportunity you’ve been looking 
for. Duties include recruiting, training and moti­
vating newspaper carriers (adults and children); 
collection from carriers; maintaining delivery ser­
vice standards and increasing sales. Related 
experience is helpful but we are willing to train 
the right individuals.
We offer an excellent starting salary, liberal 
mileage reimbursement and a generous benefits 
package. Call 428-8900 ext. 5030 for an appoint­
ment.
D a i l y  R e c o r d
629 Parsippany Road 
Parsippany, N.J. 07054
^  V- ^ y  AP U Y W U 9 ^  ^  ^  ^  W W 9 Y W ^  V ^  V  V  V
Newman/ Catholic Campus Ministry, announces two ways to make Christmas
an extra special Season this year:
-0—0—» - o - » - » - » -o -o -o -o -
The Seventh Annual "SHINING STAR" Gift Drive 
to benefit children in East Orange
(in cooperation with 
Our Lady Help of Christians School)
7
December 4 - 2 0 ,  1989
c j f S S
m m
"ADOPT A FAMILY" for Christmas
and bring joy to a family unit in Newark
( in cooperation with
New Community Corporation)
choice needs 
to be made by 
December 7,
\ U e l  in fo r m a t io n  a n d  d ir e c l in n s A
"SHINING STAR"
Newman Center 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Chapin #217 [Mary] 
College #112 [Gerrii
746-2323
893-5431 (room 406)
893-5187
893-5181
"ADOPT A FAMILY" «
\ (
Sister Roseann B. McArdle, S.S.J.y
<
746-2323 or 893-7240
-» •o —»
NEWMAN, Catholic Campus Ministry at MSC is chartered as a CLass IV Organization of the S.G.A.
O O P  — r-T— p — « » O O P  » » »  »  » » » O  p o t ? » -» -» -O —O—»-O—O -»-»—O—» —O—» »* 7 7 > > y V r* V • * - -
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fea tu res
Students 
take time 
to choose
Jessica Bieri, a freshman 
psychology m ajor, recently 
conducted a survey of 500 MSC 
students to determine where the 
campus stands on the issue of 
abortion. The results were as 
follows:
—5.2 percent (2.8 percent male, 
2.4 percent female) — pro-life, 
regardless of circumstances
—24.8 percent (13.2 percent 
male, 11.6 percent female) — 
pro-life, except in cases of rape, 
incest, or danger to the woman
—68.8 percent (29.4 percent 
male, 39.4 percent female) — 
pro-choice
— 1.2 percent — undecided
Thousands gather at the reflect­
ing pool of the Washington 
Monument for the pro-choice 
march held on Nov. 12.
M SC ’s “world” begins
By Alice Singer
Correspondent______________
MSC promotes multicultural 
awareness with its first “World 
of Difference Week,” beginning 
Sat., Dec. 2 through Thurs., 
Dec. 7.
Its sponsors—the Office of 
Student Activities, the Interna­
tional Students Association, 
and the Office of Residence 
Life—hope the student interac­
tion will lead to an appreciation 
of the intrinsic worth of their 
peers.
They hope through the pro­
cess of communication, stu­
dents can break through racial 
and institutional barriers and 
take a step toward a goal of 
unity and peace.
Saturday, December 2
Continental breakfast: 9 - 1 0  
a.m.
Multicultural Leadership 
Workshop: Led by Jerom e 
Green of California State Uni­
versity at Northridge. Open to 
the campus, but call Student 
Activities (893-4206) if you plan 
to attend. 1 0 -5  p.m., Student 
Center Rm. 411 
Monday, December 4
Rock concert by Innovation: 12
noon, Student Center Cafeteria
Videos: “The Chinese Perspec­
tive,” “Can Names Really Hurt 
Us.” 2 and 3 p.m., Student 
Center Lobby
Tuesday, December 5
Concert by Hugh Bordes’ Tri­
nidad Tripoli Steel Band: 1
p.m., Rathskeller 
Latino Dance: 1 p.m.
Cultural Food Exhibition (plus 
various artifacts): 11 a.m. — 3 
p.m., Student Center Ballrooms 
A & B
BAFA BAFA, an intercultural 
simulation: 6 p.m., Student 
Center Rms. 413 & 414. Pres­
ented by the Human Relations 
Organization.
Wednesday, December 6
Eddie Torres Family Dancers:
12 noon, Rathskeller 
Belly Dancer and Folklore 
Dance Group: 1 p.m., Raths­
keller. Presented by the Arab 
Club.
Multiculturism (Part II): 3 p.m., 
Student Center Annex Rm. 116
Thursday, December 7
Concert by Keith Mark’s 
Quintet: 12 noon, Blanton Hall 
Videos: “A World of Difference 
— Prom otional Tape,” “In 
Search of Brotherhood.” 2 and 
3 p.m., Student Center Lobby
®  n  d  h i n  n  o s  n  ©  i n  m  n  ©  ©  i m  ©  @1 o s ®  ü  0 ©  11 n  n  n  ®  n  h i o h  h  m  1 1 1  n  n  ®  n  o n  11 n  n  o s ®  u r n  os
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B A FA B A FA
An INTERCULTURAL SIMULATION
This Tuesday, Dec. 5th 6:00 p .m
RM411
Show up and find out what it’s like 
to visit a foreign culture. It’s easy to 
learn and a lot of laughs!
\
Be a part of Multiculturalism week!!
It
*>lot
’ft/,
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With Macintosh 
you can even do this:
F i l e
New
Open...
Close
98N
980
U) j  ! > f c .  j  iLii iu | > • J ' ~i --I
S a u e
Saue fis... ^
Print... 38P
Quit 98Q
Macintosh’computers have always 
been easy to use. But they’ve never been 
this easy to own.
Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save 
hundreds of dollars on a variety 
of Apple" Macintosh computers and 
peripherals.
So now there’s no reason to settle 
for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with 
much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money
The College Store 
Student Center Annex
The Macintosh Sale.
Now through January 31.
C1989Affte Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc
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Vote on Parking Issue
Did you know that under the proposed new Master Facilities 
Plan, parking lot 13 will be replaced by a new academic building?
Did you also know that there is a proposal to build a new 
600 space parking facility where the tennis courts presently are?
The downside to the proposed parking facility is that it will 
cost $1.75 for the first 4 or 5 hours of parking and approximately 
25 cents or more for subsequent hours.
But why should MSC students pay for what has been free in 
the past? Basically, because the new parking facility will have to 
be self-financed. What this means is that the college will not be 
entitled to use any funds from the Bond Issue, passed last 
November, and will have to collect monies from either an increase 
in tuition or charge a fee for its use.
One thing to closely examine in deciding whether to increase 
tuition or charge a fee, is that if everyone’s tuition goes up, only 
the people who are able to get parking in this lot will be receiving 
the benefits of an increase in tuition, everyone else will still have 
to park in the Quarry lots.
If the new parking facility is not built, then lot 13, which currently 
represents 8 percent of student parking at MSC, will have been 
removed and no replacement parking space will be offered in its 
place. Thus, leaving all students to find parking in the Quarry 
or at Clove Road, which has the capacity to provide all students 
at MSC a parking spot.
Currently, there is much tension between students and 
administration, faculty and administration, and students and 
faculty over parking and parking availability at MSC. But what 
can be done? This campus is laid out in such a geographic manner 
that all major buildings are in a central location, while parking 
is located at the outermost points. A complete rebuilding of MSC 
would be the only solution to the par king dilemma.
Currently the Student Government Association and college 
administration are making efforts to get student input on the 
proposed parking facility. The SGA will be holding referendum 
voting on December 3rd thru the 7th and college administrators 
will be mailing out surveys to students.
The important thing to remember is that every student at MSC 
will be given the opportunity to vote on whether they want the 
proposed parking facility to be built or not.
By Adriana Gale, Contributing Columnist
There is no such thing as 
corporate loyalty in America 
today. An employee will move 
to another company if offered 
more cash. Does this mean that 
even our professional business 
class can be bought? I’m afraid 
so.
The 1980’s was a disappoint­
ment. We saw the nucleus of our 
society, the American family, 
evaporate. We saw the AIDS 
epidemic turn into a national 
crisis, the drug culture escalate 
to frightening heights. More 
homeless, more violence, more 
every day people going to 
shrinks, more prescriptions of 
valium being filled...the list 
could go on.
The question is not how did 
America start falling, but why? 
Is it money or the disintegration 
of values? The answer is both.
Prominently over the last five 
years, American society has 
gone down hill. What was once 
a me, my family my country way 
of thinking, has turned into the 
me, myself, and I generation. 
We see this everywhere.
Let’s start with our prominent 
figures we’ve, seen over the last 
few years. And when I say 
“prominent” I mean who is in 
the limelight getting paid big 
dollars, not who is prominent 
in terms of intelligence and 
integrity.
Jessica Hahn, a church em­
ployee who slept with a married 
man which consequently gave 
her unearned fame and fortune. 
She used this scandal to her 
advantage by using her “re­
ward” money (she was given 
hundreds of thousands of dol­
lars to keep her mouth shut over 
the Jim Bakker scandal) in 
order to get facial reconstruc­
tion and breast implants.
She is now selling sex in 
hardcore music rock videos as 
well as in a Playboy spread. 
Considering that America 
values money over virtue, she 
is one of America’s “stars.” She’s 
loaded.
Bridget Neilson, another 
beauty, who was once Sylvester 
Stallone’s wife has gotten breast 
implants which has elevated her 
career tremendously. America 
puts this female on a pedestal. 
They prove this by paying her 
millions of dollars. She was a 
nobody. She latched on to a 
millionaire, got breast implants, 
and now she is somebody.
The list could go on but since 
I am part of “America the 
Beautiful” where time is money,
I must move on. So enough with 
women, let’s look at a few of 
our men.
Ed O’Neil, the lead actor of 
one of America’s hottest sit­
coms, Married...with Children> 
another star. He gets paid an 
exorbitant amount of money to 
glorify the untruth that it’s 
wonderful to be low class and 
crude.
We idolize the Yuppie of Wall 
Street. The “wanna be” of many 
young men. The trend is cut 
throat. Step on anyone and 
everyone as you climb the 
corporate ladder; unethical or 
not. The Yuppie wants to make 
money and impress his friends 
because he knows driving a 
Mercedes wil get you further in 
America than having a Ph.D. 
in philosophy.
So here we see just a few of 
the trends in American society. 
Notice I don’t refer to the 
American “culture.” That is 
because there is none. As far as 
culture is concerned, the U.S. 
is as hollow as the Lincoln 
Tunnel.
Money is not culture.
Children are raised today to 
take care of themselves and not 
to worry about anyone else. Me, 
myself and I.
And there you have it. The 
trends in America.
Who makes friends for all the 
right reasons? Who makes 
friends that can do them favors? 
Who looks for love without 
money? Who looks for money 
without love?
Who, as Voltaire put in 
Candide, “cultivate your own 
garden”, by striving for higher 
knowledge, a system of beliefs, 
morality, integrity, comradeship, 
philanthropy? Who strives for 
petty fame, powerful, superfi­
cial possesions, meaningless 
sex, an American Express Gold 
Card?
These are just a few questions 
America needs to start asking 
itself. Until people start reject­
ing flash over substance and 
start praising substance over 
flash, America will soon be 
another name on history’s list 
as a kingdom who rose and a 
kingdom who fell.
Computers fo r everyone
To the Editor:
I am writing in reference to 
the article “Students Denied 
Computer Access” in the No­
vember 9 issue of the Montclar- 
ion.
When Anthony DiPasquale 
asked what I thought about the 
computer lab at Richardson 
Hall’s being open only to Math
majors, I did indeed say it was 
unfair, and I (along with many 
others) still maintain this belief.
I also did mention that the 
Life Hall Computer Lab has, in 
fact, become bogged down with 
students, since very few labs are 
available on campus.
The article inaccurately 
quotes me, however, as saying 
that if the number of students 
continues to increase we will be 
open only to students in the 
English Department.
What 1 did say was that I felt 
the closing of Richardson Hall 
to only math majors was unfair 
and that the decision was as 
unjustified as if, for example,
the computer lab at Life Hall 
were to suddenly make an 
announcement that they were 
open only for English majors.
The computer lab here at Life 
Hall is open to students of all 
majors, regardless of their invol­
vement with the English De­
partment. I would also like to 
point out some things students 
may wish to know before com­
ing in to use our lab:
1. We are open to all MSC 
students and faculty.
2. This lab is ONLY for wore 
processing, and we support 
WordStar 4.0 . And we also
have WordPerfect, Microsoft 
Works, and W ordStar 5.0, 
although students who want to 
use these should already be 
familiar withthem because we
do not teach them here. Stu­
dents who want to learn Word­
Star 4.0 may sign up for one 
of our regular orientations.
3. Our disk drives can read 
only two kinds of disks: IBM 
720K and IBM  360K. They 
cannot read the high density 
IBM disks and the Macintosh 
disks used at Richardson and 
elsewhere on campus.
4. However, IBM computers 
(and some Macintoshes)with 
high density drives CAN read 
our disks, so students who want
to use our lab should format 
their disks for 720K or 360K 
drives. Thank you.
Jutta Leggemann 
Lab Asst.¡Life Hall Comp. Lab
Turn it R ig h t
To the Editor:
In response to the editorial ol 
November 2 entitled “The Back­
ward Education”, I am totally
in favor of MSC providing the 
necessary testing for students
who are having difficulty 
achieving their potential in 
college.
MSC needs to set aside the 
proper funding and time to help 
come to the aid of students with
physical impairment as well as 
dyslexic problems.
There is nothing more annoy­
ing to a student than studying 
for an exam for hours and hours 
only to receive a failing grade.
The student then wonders why 
she received a failing grade with 
all of the hours that were set 
aside to study.
The studen t’s confidence 
slowly disintegrates and she will 
begin to wonder if she has what
it takes to earn a degree and last 
the four years in college when 
it is really not their fault.
It really should be investigat­
ed as to why funds are not being 
used to help these students and 
why dollars are geared mostly 
towards honor students.
It’s not fair!!! And something 
should be done.
This is a land of equal op­
portunity and this should be 
applied to every individual, not 
just honor students.
I would like to commend the 
students here at MSC who have 
a physical impairment or dy­
slexia and who are striving to
reach their goals in life. College 
is hard enough without having 
learning disabilities.
I also feel if MSC does have 
tests for this, a lot of students 
will take part in them.
Cynthia Moffa
Sophomorej Business
editorial/letters
Mary Jane Says...
Exercise your student right to vote
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By now, you may have seen 
the walls plastered with the 
slogans, “Vote to Vote” or 
“Would you pay $1.75?” - Well, 
during the week of December 
3rd-7th, you will have the 
opportunity to answer these 
questions. Beginning December 
3rd, the SGA will be holding 
a campus-wide undergraduate 
referendum. The questions on 
this referendum are about issues 
that directly affect you as a 
student.
The first question asks if 
students should have a vote on 
the proposed All College Se­
nate.
Vote to vote: Currently, there 
is a proposal on this campus, 
awaiting final approval. The 
proposal is for a new all College 
Senate. This Senate will be 
composed of faculty, adminis­
tration, non-teaching staff pro­
fessionals, and students. This 
Senate will commission com­
mittees on this campus, and 
have a great influence on the 
decisions that are made at this 
college. These decisions will 
affect you. You are the main 
consumer of this college. You 
are the one most affected by the 
decisions made on campus. 
Therefore, you should have a 
say on what affects you. You 
pay to go here!
However, students do not 
have a vote in this College 
Senate as it stands. They are 
allowed to sit on the Senate, but 
with no official input - with no 
vote. If you want students to
have a vote on the issues affect­
ing students, then vote in sup­
port of students having a repres­
entational vote on the All 
College Senate.
The second and third ques­
tions are in reference to the 
proposed 600 space parking 
garage. This garage is one part 
of the large scale renovations 
included in the MSC Facilities 
Master Plan. The garage is
planned to be located behind lot 
13, where the tennis courts 
currently reside. Another part 
of the Master Plan includes a 
large academic building to be 
set on lot 13. This building will 
result in the loss of 323 student 
parking spaces on lot 13.
Therefore, convenient park­
ing must be relocated. The 
parking garage cannot be fi­
nanced through the Bond Issue 
money, therefore the garage will
be self-financing. This means 
that the garage is planned to be 
financed by the people who 
park in it, over a period of 30 
years.
As calculations currently 
stand, there will be a $1.75 
parking fee charged for approx­
imately the first five hours of 
parking, then additional 
charges every hour, thereafter.
Granted, you will not have to 
park in the garage, there are 
other spaces available. The 
question however, is if a garage
is built - are you willing to pay 
for convenient parking in the 
garage? The decision is yours, 
so think about it.
A referendum such as this, 
really gives you a chance to be 
included in the major issues
affecting you. There are people 
on this campus who are inter­
ested in your input, and who are
in a position to advocate the 
student and that of students 
succeeding you. Students need 
to be informed of issues and to 
continue to protect their rights
- so, please come out to support 
your student body and vote on 
December 3rd through the 7th.
Once again, as students...let’s 
come together!
Mary Jane Linnehun 
SGA President
Contributing Columnists
Is there an issue on campus that has come to your attention 
recently? Is there a world news topic that you have strong feelings 
about?
Present your opinions in The M ontclarion’s Student Voice 
column. Drop by our office, located in the Student Center, room 
113, and log in your topic idea with Maggie Cymbala, editorial 
page editor.
Lorenzo: An ode to injustice
To the Editor:
The enclosed “Ode” expresses 
my feelings toward Frank Lo­
renzo, who owns Eastern Air­
lines and is giving the pilots and 
mechanics a raw deal.
Too few of us even know who 
Lorenzo is or that Eastern has 
been on strike since January. 
The Eastern planes that are
flying have mostly new, inexpe­
rienced crew members and are 
not even safe to fly due to the 
lack of proper maintenance by 
qualified mechanics.
ODE TO INJUSTICE 
The real Eastern Pilots still are 
not flying
They stay on strike to keep 
patrons from dying.
The owner, Lorenzo, cut service 
and pay
These are considerations the 
public must weigh.
Achieved in a manner quite slick 
and contrived
Leads one to wonder where­
from motives derived.
He owns Texas Air, then pur­
chased Continental,
Outbidding for Eastern, bog­
gling one’s mental.
Now why would one purchase, 
then borrow and steal
Giving faithful employees a 
horrible deal?
His actions hurt more than 
employees who buffer 
It’s ethics and justice and safety 
that suffer!
Investigate Lorenzo! It’s a duty!
Elaine von Stein 
Junior/ German
y.f. /¿««y  ;i'j' \nonurf5.tnoM aril
1) Should the students o f MSC be entitled to  o representation vote on the proposed 
Rll College Senate?
2) Due to  the fact that a new academic building is being built on Lot 13, resulting the 
removal o f 323 student parking spaces, are you in favor o f a new parking garage providing 
600 campus-wide parking spaces, located where the tennis courts are? (Tennis courts 
are to  be relocated.)
3) If a parking garage is built, would you pay $1.75 per day for approximately five 
hours, plus additional hourly charges thereafter?
VOTING TIM6S & PLACCS
Sunday, December 4th 5pm - 9pm Blanton Hall 
Monday, December 5th 9am - 4pm Student Center 
Tuesday, December 6th 9am - 3pm SC & 4pm - 8pm Blanton Hall 
UJed., December 7th 9am - 4pm SC & 5pm - 9pm Blanton Hall 
Thurs., December 8th 9am - 4pm Student Center
VOTE TO VOTE
Currently there is a proposal on th is 
campus, a w a itin g  fina l approva l. The 
porposal is for a new ALL COLL6GC S6NAT6. 
This Senate w ill be composed o f faculty, 
adm inistration, non-teaching professionals 
and students. This Senate w ill commission 
com m ittees on this campus, and have a 
g rea t influence on the decisions th a t are 
m ade in the college.
These decisions will affect you. Vou ore 
the main consumer o f this college. Vou are 
the  one most a ffected by decisions m ade 
on campus. Therefore- you should have 
a  say in what w ill affect you. Vou pay 
to go here. However, students do  not 
have a vo te  in this College Senate as it 
stands. They are a llow ed to  s it in on the 
Senate - but with no official input - with 
no vote. If you w ant students to  have 
a vo te  in issues concerning students, then 
vo te  in support o f students having a 
representational vo te  on the  All College 
Senate.
It’s time that a ll components on this campus came together.
VOTE TO COME TOGETHER
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P e rso n a ls
-Lisa (the old typesetter)-I miss you. 
Call or visit me. The other typesetter. 
-To the Founding Fathers of DELTA 
CHI: You guys are doing AWESOME- 
keep up the good work-all the IOTAS 
with you. We Love You! Love-Judy & 
Terri from IOTA!
-Curls, Smiles, and B-Bird-Thanks for 
always being here when I needed a 
friend. Friends 4-ever. Minnie.
-Curt-I suggest you return my shirt-I 
doubt you want me to come and get 
it-you make me sick-Me 
-Michele-Watch out for dividers and 
telephone poles. “Blame it on the snow.” 
Love, Chrissy
-To the Nutty Crew-Let’s keep the crazy 
times rolling thru-out our college life. 
Minnie
-Iota Gamma Xi-Larger than ever and 
going strong. You guys are the best. 
I love all 59 of you! Chris
-To the girls in 104, It’s gonna be Hot, 
and Tropical tomorrow!
-To the best family in Iota-Patrice, 
Leighann, and Sheryl. I’ll love you 
always and forever. Prez.
-To my SDT little sister-CAROLANN, 
Congratulations! I Love You! Jennifer 
-Wendy-It’s about the registrar office...I 
am sure they’re on line to drop that 
class and transfer to W.P.!! Can we 
stress anymore? Suzie 
-Dianne, Kim, Jen, and Wendy-I love 
you guys!! Thanks for everything-Suzie 
-To the guys of 934 -Stop ripping down 
signs! From the girls who didn’t. 
-Rodney and Jim-That’s for not telling 
us the sworn secret to the game. 
-Danielle-I bet I know where we are 
going Friday night. Zazeens? You are 
becoming quite the clubber! Love, 
Chrissy
-Ricker-Moooo!
-I’m sorry-The Crusher (P.S. See, I 
remembered).
-Carol-I Love Ya and I know you are 
only trying to help! “Who Loves Ya 
babe?” Luv-Sharyn
-Hey Keegan-Shh, you might wake up 
my roommate! Luv ya-Sharyn 
-Scott S.-Happy 22nd Birthday. So 
what if you are getting old. Love ya, 
Sari
-Patty and Elissa-Luigi’s lonely, bring 
back Mario! Please.
-Robin-Get better already. You’re 
starting to be a pest. But, I still love 
ya, Sari.
-305 B and C - I want a car for
Christmas! Love, Tunesess
-Bob & Lisa-Thanks for being such
great bigs. You’re both super. Your little
Joanne.
-Joe, Kathy, and Michele-Thanks for 
all your support! You guys have been 
great bigs!! Kara
-Pi Rho Pledge Class-Good Luck at 
HC! It's been great fun!! Scottie and 
Lucky
-An Admirer, I thank you for your 
personal last week. I know who you 
are, and I feel the same way. Love, 
Teddy Bear
-Helen - I’m sorry we haven’t had as 
much time to talk as we use to. Your 
friendship will always be valued. 
Thanks for being there Sunday night. 
John
-To Delta Phi Epsilon-We had a great 
time at the mixer. Hope we have many 
more. Delta Chi
-Jenn - Thanks for making my B-day 
special. Tim
-Jon - Congrats on becoming a true NH 
woodsman - Timber! Love, Maggie 
-Speck - If you’ve got the heart for it, 
I’ll settle...One day at a time. Love, 
Maggie
with 
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Rathskellar
“DJ Tito y su Ritmo Latino”
&
‘‘The Third Trend”
$3.00 - MSC Students w/10 
$4.00 - General Public
-C - Thanx for the cake - Tim 
-Everyone involved - Thanks for a great 
birthday. Tim
-Janet: The whole trick is to Sphinx 
out...quiet & profitable observation...A 
few beers after meetings don’t hurt, 
either! Love, Mags.
Robot
-Sister Sarah - Thanks for visiting 
Tulane University Medical Center with 
me and my snotty eye. Just remember, 
anytime you want to go back, I have 
a card — You don’t have to register.- 
Lynn.
Copyright 1989
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can you
STANO ON YOUR 
HEAPS BOYS
-Suzanne: You are the bestest roommie! 
(even if you do get loud sometimes) The 
we process is great! I love you! -Jennifer 
-To: To the Delta Chi who “Flick my 
switch” May the ELECTRICITY keep 
flowing. -FR: the arrangement maker
By Mott Uibul
LASO
Class I of SGA
-0-0»
LSU LT0
Class IV of SGA Class III of SGA
-“SHAMELESS”
-I. W.-See I proved I could juggle better 
than you! W.W.
-Sonny, I’m really glad I met you, it’s 
been great getting to know you. Let’s 
cut class again some time. Helena 
-To Dave PZ69 My Big Brother and 
a great friend-Thanx for all your help. 
You are the best Nick P285 
-MJ - Thanks for lending me your ear 
on so many occasions and cooking for 
us last week. Just one thing, do you 
think you could lose the boyfriend or 
at least pay the phonebill on time. Mr. 
Turtle, Esq.
-Taran-Your side of the room is starting 
to look pretty hairy too.
-Sqiggy- Squeak, Squeak, Squeak. C.B. 
-To my big Ginger: Your’e the best but 
I never see you!! Love, your little 
Chrissy
-Liz- No fair, Now you got an A!!! Oh 
well. Love, B.Bi
-Paul - Maybe you have been right - 
it does seem easier in India. John 
, -Danielle: Are you turning into a 
guidette? I think so. Pump up the jam 
MO! luv, Chrissy
-Depression Tape #3!! I hope it lasts 
’ ' this time!!
> -Bare, Mike, Val, Kris, Sarah and Carl
- Shall we go back to Restaurant from 
Hell? I have a yearning for some really 
horrible food and even worse service
- Lynn
-Tony- & rightly so! Guess who?!
-Dee: My best friend and 1 never get 
to see you anymore!! Stop by and visit 
me. OK?! Love ya, your‘Union’ buddy. 
-Bad English is coming. Yeah!!!
- Hey Michele, Don’t you think we 
should nominate a new B.B.? I bet you 
know who I mean!! Luv, the original 
B.B.
-Val - “I don’t want a language lesson, 
just give me my damn cannoli!” You 
really showed him, Shmallery - Lynn 
-Linda, Jen, Ginger, Chrissy, and 
Sharyn- The best Iota family!
-Hey Liz- I'll be talking to ya!
-Dee: you better get housing soon! 
What’s taking so long? Love, me.
M.L., L.L., and D.C.- Do you want 
a slow gin fizz? Ofcourse! -C.L.
-SAME of 104B... let’s HULA!!! 
-TOM -HELEN-TIM - One more 
month marks the half way point- Keep 
up the SUPER WORK!! MJ 
-MR. Turtle Esq.- Thanks for eating 
my dinner.The Puffer Fish 
Paul- Happy One Month! M.
B.C. - Now that are our social agendas 
are so full, do you think we will ever 
get to our favorite New York drinking 
hole?
-To all the editors of the Montclarion, 
Yearbook, and Quarterly-11 days since 
New Orleans'- are we sober yet ? The 
Managing Editor.
-Tim and Tom - When are we playing 
football in the snow ? John
-Kerry - The winter ball is going to be 
great. I love you very much. Tony
-Susie: You’re the best big sis ever! I 
wuv ya - Robyn
-Hey, Was I really supposed to wave 
to that guy who was waiting for my 
parking spot??
-Hillary: Two spoons forever. I love you 
always, Douglas
-To my friends: It’s better to be C&LD 
& DRUNK than WARM & SOBER! 
-Lv, Chugalado
-Brown eyes: Happy Thanksgiving - I 
had an awesome weekend - It couldn’t 
have been any better with anyone else. 
P.S. We’re going right now! -“The guy 
with the cool eyes”
-Hey TKE: We’re up to “56” members! 
Congrat’s to the new guys! It seems #1 
keeps getting stronger. -Mr. Gramma- 
teus.
-Brian-Delta Chi: My heart skips a beat 
everytime we meet - 1 don’t know what 
to do....
-Sigma Delta Tau: I love you guys! - 
Christy
-Way to go Alpha Pledge class! Sigma 
Delta Tau welcomes you aboard! 
-Bonjour Sophie, -Rasom 
-To my sisters of IOTA GAMMA XI: 
I’m proud to be part of such a great 
sorority. Love & sisterhood - Patrice 
-SDT Torch sisters forever: Jennifer 
and Melissa (We will do lunch some­
time!) I love you! -Jennifer 
-To my girls: We are in effect!
-To Michelle, former 5B16 resident: I’d 
like to get to know you. Write back. 
You know who!
-Happy Birthday Ozzy! You’re finally 
legal! Be good! - Love Murf!
-Dear Bill (727): I enjoyed that night 
we spent together It really changed my 
life. -Love 609
-To all Greeks: Thanks for all your help. 
Delta Chi
-Well girls, I think I know who gets 
the single next year...but it’ll be awfully 
lonely!!
-Attention K-Mart shoppers...there is 
a blue light special in the 2D Wing.
-Jen : I’m really sorry if I said anything 
that offended you! It was probably in 
jest! sorry! -Monte/Delta Chi 
-Monica: I must say it has been a most 
triumphant semester. Love, Greg 
-Brian: Happy Birthday Dude!! Always 
remember the rhubbarb pie and all the 
good times. -WU
-Sta: Love that HORN! -Love, Eve­
ryone who “Frogged it”!
-Kevin, my fellow ex-IBMer: “You’re 
great, what an actor” I miss you, and 
all of our “chats”!
-Taz: Being in the spotlight isn’t as 
important as it seems. Don’t put your 
Fraternity’s reputation on the line, and 
don’t forget who your real friends are. 
a concerned friend
-Leigh & Carol: “Wow” the Pointer 
sisters are back. We’re cool, but goofy! 
Lv, Sharyn
-To the best family in IOTA: I love you
guys! -Love Patrice
-To my girls- Donya, Donna, Keisha,
Mekka & Angie. Practice! Practice!
Practice!
-Vic: Get out the hot chocolate and let 
it snow. -Love JoAnn 
-Jen: Don’t forget about “the signal.” 
Maybe we should take lessons in the 
pool, baseball, and fencing. - Love, Jo 
-Needed - any girl who will at least be 
seen in the same room with me for the 
purpose of a serious relationship. -Mr. 
Hyde
-AIX # 101: You are the BEST little 
sister! Firemen Fathers #1! -AIX #87 
-Squirl, My life has been so much better 
with you in it. Happy 2nd month 
anniversary!!! - Love, Milk Dud 
-To my new AIX sisters, Tone Jam 
Master, CC, Fresh, Cool Mo, and Salt, 
you’re all #1. -Love Run 
-To Cheri of AIX: What’s up? I’d write 
you something sensual but Dave might 
get mad. See you at the table. -From 
Rich of TKE
-To Founding Fathers of Delta Chi- 
Keep up the great work. Eric 
-Sheila- 1st personal in a correspon­
dence of many, I hope. Happy Birthday, 
hope your party rocks Friday, and keep 
those Hero Hormones in check...Kevin. 
-Michele-You are unbelievable-?!!! The 
Suitemates
-Barrelhead-Something different, you 
are in Michele’s room! Wash those 
shorts, they’re starting to turn change 
colors. Larry, Moe, and Curly 
-Tony - I’m living till the ball. I love 
you. Kerry P.S. I hope you like this 
black dress better than the last one. 
-Men - you are all scum, except John, 
Santa, my Dad, and Max (who I 
thought was a male for 3 years). Shelia 
-Happy B-day Shelia - from John, Mary 
Jane, Paul, Minishia, Elaine, and Ann 
Marie.
-Rich & Paul or should I say “Your 
excellency, Sirs ?” From one who 
believes in the democratic process. 
-John, Jimmy and Dina - Hi, fellow 
veggies!! Mary Jane.
-I.S.O. - Heard you had a great 
sexciting weekend in Baltimore. Guess 
I missed it.
-Rich-You could have been killed! Up 
for another exhiliarating evening of 
hack and slash? You EVOKING enig­
ma, you-your friendly neighborhood 
Vampire Lesbian of Sodom. 
-Schlectermonster & Eagle-We want a 
tag-team rematch...Now! 711 ladies of 
wrestling
-John-The aquatics battle has only just 
begun! Keep an eye out! Bare 
-B.C. - This REALLY does suck the 
big one. John 
-Turtle-1 still dig you...
-Scott & Jeff-Are we still going whale 
watching this weekend? Or does “Toys” 
take precedence?-Barc 
-Hey Lynn-Think they missed the wine?
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arts/entertainment
Presto, the Christmas 
Rush is upon us all!
By George Olschewski
Staff Writer________________
Rush has had a few changes, 
none of which have affected the 
quality of their music. First, 
they are no longer affiliated with 
Mercury/ Polygram. They have 
changed labels to Atlantic, 
under the imprint of Anthem 
Entertainment, RUSH’S corpo­
rate name.
Second, the music style has 
changed again. Fans will re­
member the First change with 
their album, A Farewell to 
Kings. There was more key­
board orientation and more 
refined lyrics.
The next change came with 
Signals. We had more synthes­
izers and the more traditional 
3-minute song. Now, with their 
latest gem, Presto, we see more 
concentration on vocals and 
acoustic guitar. Alex Lifeson 
hasn’t gotten this much guitar 
time since Fly By Night or A 
Farewell to Kings!
On my third listen to the 
album, I actually started to 
groove with the music! It sounds
strange, but Rush actually may 
have a Top 40 dance tune on 
this album! The rhythms are 
strong enough to get you mov­
ing around, but the intense Neil 
Peart trademark lyrics are pow­
erful enough to keep you inter­
ested in the song even if you 
dance to it a thousand times.
A song to note is “Supercon­
ductor,” the first song on side 
two. (Not to say that Rush fits 
into the top 40 category, but 
wouldn’t it be nice if they got 
the attention and airplay they 
deserve?)
On the lyrics end, we haven’t 
seen lyrics like these since Grace 
Under Pressure. Power Win­
dows made the average Rush 
fan a little embarrassed. Hold 
Your Fire was almost up to par. 
But on Presto, Neil really 
shines.
Back to the music. Geddy Lee 
has been so buried in his syn­
thesizer duties these past five 
years, that he hasn’t been play­
ing some of his remarkable bass 
lines that have made him a press 
favorite. One particular bass riff 
that impressed me was the
/NOLAN’S^ 
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Hc-ilo, all. 1 hope you had a ‘estive, fun and fattening Thanksgiving. 
Weil, you may know by n^w that Bruce Springsteen has disbanded 
his E Street Band and has decided to go it alone. It seems that 
his ego has matched the size of his bank account. But Garence 
Clemons, the Boss’ former saxophonist, hasn’t let the split get 
him down. He’s been working on his solo career since 1985 and 
is currently finishing a new album with his group, the Red Bank 
Rockers. Ironically, Clemons’ band is made up of all west coast 
musicians. So what’s in a name?...You may also know that Paul 
McCartney has Visa sponsoring his current tour. A Visa card 
is the only way you’ll be able to buy tickets or souvenirs at the 
concert. No cash is allowed. Looks like Paul is laughing and Visa 
is charging all the way to the bank.
MINI-NOTES: Eric Clapton will tour without a sponsor next 
year to support his Journeyman album. Guess the “selling-out” 
criticism got to him...Soul n  Soul will have an EP released in 
February that could include new material along with remixes of 
previous singles. (All two of tbem!)...#ls this week: Pop:“Blame 
It on the Rain”/MBIi VaniBi. Soul:“Here and Now”/ Luther 
Vandross. Album:GW You Know I t ’s TruelMilli Vanilli.
MINI—NOTES II: As promised, I have my predictions for the 
top pop male, female, and duo/group of the year. Billboard 
magazine was used as a reference. From the first week in December 
of 1988 to the last week of November of 1989, any artist who 
had a song on the chart was eligible. A point system was devised 
and as a song moved up and down the chart, points were given 
accordingly and finally totalled. Bobby Brown has top male honors, 
Paula Abdui narrowly clinches the top female fcpot, and teen 
heartthrobs New Kids On The Block nab the duo/group category. 
I know what some of you might be thinking but as I said, I’m 
basing my findings on top forty charts and commercial radio. 
I’ll try to have year-end results for the soul and rock charts in 
the next few weeks. Also, 111 have the top 10 acts of the '80’s. 
Congratulations to CIC for getting Bad English to MSC. Good 
luck! This week’s trivia question: What do Bobby Brown and 
New Kids have in common? It’s actually more than you think. 
Think about it. Until next week.
opener on the song “Scars.”
The overall feel of this album 
is earthy, probably due to the 
deep, resounding snare that Neil 
Peart uses through most of it. 
Also, it is due to the way the 
music was originally written. 
Peart said in a recent interview 
that the album was built from 
the basic instruments, and then 
the synthesized sounds were 
added in later.
Because this album is so 
harm onius and has a very 
pleasing quality, this will more 
than likely be a big album for 
Rush. The harmonious blend­
ing of Lee, Lifeson, and Peart 
may just give their second Top 
40 hit (the first and only so far 
is “New World Man” from the 
Signals album).
The songs are very textured 
and have very catching rhythms. 
Rush has once again changed 
for the better. The music is art 
in its purest form, and every­
thing about this album shines 
bright and brilliant. This may 
be the album to convert non- 
Rush fans with. Its future looks 
great.
COUCH POTATO UPDATE
Welcome back! I trust everybody had a filling Turkey Day! Now 
that just about everyone on campus is so sick of bird, let me 
give you something to digest while you digest Thanksgiving 
leftovers!
VIDEO BULLETIN
When Harry Met Sally...— Rob Reiner’s funniest and most 
touching comedy yet became one of the summer’s biggest box- 
office attractions. Billy Crystal (The Princess Bride, Running 
Scared) and Meg Ryan (Innerspace, D. O.A.) are the now infamous 
Harry and Sally who, after 10 years of intermittant encounters 
slowly fall ga-ga head-over-heels in love with each other. The 
perfect holiday movie, and a Couch Potato Must See. Rated R. 
Renegades- Two of today’s hottest young stars, Kiefer Sutherland 
& Lou Diamond Phillips (both from Young Guns) star in this 
modern-day shoot ’em up, as mavericks (will Tom Cruise forgive 
me?) who join forces to stop the city’s biggest crime ring. 
Varoooooom, M-16’s etc. Rated R!
84 Charlie Mopic- A powerful original portrait of a 6-man 
recommissance team lost in the Central Highlands in 1969 Vietnam. 
Their day-to-day struggles- boredom, warfare, survival- completely 
unfold through the subjective lens of a documentary motion picture 
(MoPic) cameraman assigned to film this elite unit in action. Made- 
for-video. Rated R.
And to wrap it all up, a movie to remember that first day of 
registration here at MSC:
How I  Got Into College - A high school senior encounters a 
series of comical obstacles via acceptance into his dream college. 
Stars Corey Parker (Biloxi Blues), Lara Flynn (Poltergeist III), 
and special appearances by Anthony Edwards (Top Gun, Revenge 
O f The Nerds) and Saturday Night L ive’s Phil Hartman and Nora 
Dunn. Rated PG-13.
Next Week: Goodness gracious, Great Balls O f Fire\
Caution to the 
weak at heart
By Janet Cicero
Staff Writer
British playwright, Harold 
Pinter’s, rehearsals of Mountain 
Language (1988) and A Birth­
day Party (1958) are presently 
at Classic Stage Compa- 
ny(CSC). On view daily at 136 
E. 13th St., Manhattan, through 
Dec. 23, 1989, Pinter’s plays 
express a far-too-easily over­
looked form of human injustice: 
that of mental abuse.
The mental torm enting 
comes from the ugly and unfair 
verbal and physical advantages 
that Pinter gives his victimizers. 
With the ordinary stage/set 
centered between three near 
walls of audience, the audience 
feels close to the characters and 
very involved in their actions. 
Taped music and lighting effects 
further intensify the unstable 
climate.
In M ountain Language, hos­
tages, alias minorities, are tor­
tured by the state officials with 
emotional shock and death 
resulting.
A Bithday Party shows a 
psychological weakling (on his 
birthday) being teased by “nor­
mal” people until he succumbs 
to utter insanity.
M o u n ta in  Language  is 
twenty minutes long, and uses 
most of the same actors as the 
longer drama. Jean Stapleton 
(Edith, in the old TV series A ll 
in the Family) presides over the 
stage in the three-act A  Birthday 
Party with outstanding convic­
tion of character.
The personal overtones of the 
two plays are quite powerful; 
the details quite gorey. Attend­
ing them could bring a fresh, 
new outlook on life, or could 
drag one into the doldrums of 
despair. Caution is advised to 
the sensitive of heart.
’’Valley Road. You 
know Valley Road 
right? OK. Valley 
Road towards downtown 
Upper Montclair.
OK. Straight through 
town to the next 
traffic light. Watchung 
OK? Turn left 
down the hill and then 
left under the 
train bridge. Quick 
right. Park. Its 
around the comer 
to the right 
next to the Post 
Office. You can’t 
miss it.”
’¿¿ZZ, __
(..a. place you're led to.
jew elry, crystals, clothing, books, 
tapes, CD’s, wind chimes, fine art 
...and friendly people.
Watchung Plaza •  next to Post Office 
46 Fairfield Street •  Montclair •  505 7751
Criminally insatiable!
By Luisa Carrizo
Staff Writer
A spectrum of tragedy and 
triumphant existence is unveiled 
in Beth Henley’s Crimes o f  the 
Heart, a Mainstage Theatre 
Production directed by Joseph 
Patenaude.
This bucolic story of the three 
McGrath sisters of Hazelhurst 
examines a family under crisis 
haunted by a painful past and 
a not so promising present.
There are varying degrees in 
defining what a tragedy consists 
of and how it effects the general 
scheme of a person’s existence. 
Crimes o f  the Heart expresses 
the pure devastation of these 
occurences.
This is the conflict that Babe, 
Lenny and Meg face and its 
outcome leaves rich insight into 
the lives of people on an ex­
traordinary level.
As Patenaude, director of last 
semester’s Equus, explains, this 
production attempts to show 
“the eccentricities of Hazelhurst 
in an authentic way. [Crimes] 
is a loving portrait of the crazies 
the author grew up with and we 
hopefully depicted it accurately.
“The sisters go through the 
gamut of loving, hating and 
facing up to the crimes they have 
committed onto others; ac­
counting for them and then
going on with the rest of their 
lives.”
Fine moments of acting were 
astoundingly exercised by the 
McGrath sisters as well as 
wonderful moments coming 
from all members of the cast.
A shining performance for 
Cheri Fiora who played Lenny 
as she exposed those aspects of 
human nature that are pure and 
private, exposing her naked 
emotions in an honest and 
touching manner. Her charac­
ter’s wonderfully simple heart 
was beautifully manipulated by 
Fiora’s command of her emo­
tional language.
Meg McGrath was stunning­
ly performed by Lisa Devins. 
The tough exterior of this 
character melted away as Dev­
ins masterfully relayed to us her 
weakness which in turn, made 
her strong. Devins’performance 
was believable as well as en­
grossing.
The role of the youngest sister 
who shoots her husband was 
innovatively played by Dana 
Huttar. Huttar was continuous­
ly full of surprises as Babe due 
to her unique and highly intrig­
uing approach to this disturbed 
character.
The motivation of her char­
acter’s actions were sometimes 
vague, a flaw that may exist 
within the play itself. It would 
have been more informative and
thus enlightening to delve more 
deeply into the reasons why she 
committed her heinous crime in 
conjunction to the ones that 
were already given.
Jennifer Biddle is sensational 
in her performance of cousin 
Chick. Biddle takes on the 
mannerisms of this vexing 
woman as if they were her own, 
but much to her credit. The true 
emptiness of this character’s 
barren life was displayed even 
through the layers of bitterness, 
a detail only a skillful actress 
like Biddle would be able to 
convey.
The gentle moments of Doc 
Porter played by Doug Bollin­
ger enhanced the production 
even moreso. The naivete of the 
ambitious Barnett Lloyd was 
accurately played by Jason 
< Bogden.
Although this cast delivered 
the lines with precision and very 
little, if any, self-indulgence, 
there were still places in the play 
where the pace was slow. This 
may be due to the actual le­
thargy of country life but the 
concentration level of the actors 
remained united throughout.
The set, as designed by Scott 
Schneider and Bruce Goodrich, 
was exquisite and not worth 
missing. Director Patenaude 
made great staging choices 
within this terrific space. A 
tremendous job done-by all.
You can get anything you want
By Dan Grossman
Staff Writer
You know, it’s got to be 
awfully hard to follow in 
Woody Guthrie’s footsteps, but 
once again, his son Arlo has 
done it and proved that he, 
himself, is a brilliant folksinger, 
story-teller, and musician.
Arlo played to a nearly sold- 
out audience at Carnegie Hall 
in New York City on Nov. 24. 
The legendary 60’s-bred folksin­
ger was in top form. For more 
than two hours, he mesmerized 
the audience with his incredible 
musical ability and his hyster­
ical stories about life.
The show was broken into 
two halves with a fifteen minute 
intermission. Arlo opened the 
show with “Stealin” and soon 
followed with his classic Wood- 
stock song of drug adventures 
in “Cornin’ into Los Angeles.” 
He then led the audience in a
rousing version of “Garden 
Song.”The first part of his show 
also included hits such as “The 
Motorcycle Song” and “Dark­
est Hour.” He also did an 
excellent version of one of his 
father’s songs.
Arlo opened the second half 
with the song that made him a 
counter-culture hero, “Alice’s 
Restaurant.” Even more than 
twenty years after its release, the 
song remains a classic. He also 
performed a moving version of 
“Gabriel’s Mother’s Hideaway” 
which he dedicated to a long­
time friend of his who recently 
passed away. Arlo closed the 
show with “Amazing Grace,” 
but came back for an encore 
with a perfect rendition of his 
sixties’ ballad “Highway in the 
Wind.”
Throughout the show, Arlo 
held the audience in hysterics 
with his hilarious stories. Of all 
the performers I’ve seen, there’s 
no doubt in my mind that he
relates to the audience better 
than anyone else. He gives the 
feeling that although he is on 
the stage singing, he is also part 
of the audience, feeling and 
thinking the exact same 
thoughts that you are.
Arlo Guthrie is truly a living 
legend and nobody should pass 
up an opportunity to see him 
at least once. In the year of the 
big sixties’ comebacks, he has 
been overshadowed. However, 
all of his fans know that he has 
always been here and that his 
spirit and his music will live on 
forever. He tells it best in his 
encore...
“The fortune-teller tells me that 
I  have somewhere to go 
Look and try to understand and 
wonder how she knows 
So I  must be going now, I ’m 
losing time, my friend 
Lookin fo r  a rainbow down this 
highway in the wind. ”
We’re right behind you, Mr. 
Guthrie.
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Lisa Devins, Cheri Fiora, and Dana Huttar brilliantly portray the 
haunted McGrath sisters in Mainstage’s Crimes O f The Heart.
COMING EVENTS
Art:
Art Forum this week presents Doris Chase, video artist and 
sculptor. Art Forum is held every Thursday from 3 to 5 p.m. 
in the auditorium of the Calcia Fine Arts Building. Call: 893- 
7295
The Sculptures and Paintings of Grigory Gurevich will be on 
display from Nov. 30 through Dec. 21 at Gallery One, Monday 
through Thursday, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Friday, Saturday, II a.m. 
to 4 p.m., Life Hall Annex, 2nd Floor. Call: 893-5113 
Dance:
“Works-A-Foot,” choreographic works by guesst artists, MSC 
faculty, and students. Dec. 11-12, 8 p.m., Moorehead Hall Room 
104. Tickets: $3 general admission; $2 for senior citizens and 
students. Tickets sold at door. Call: 893-4217 
Music:
MSC College Opera Workshop performs Roahde’s “Hot 
* Sonato.” Edward Pierson, director. Dec. 1- 2 at 8 p.m., 
McEeachem Music Building Recital Hall. Free. Call: 893-7219
MSC Symphony Orchestra presents Oscar Ravina, conductor; 
Wuijin Koh, assistant conductor; and Thomas Mulvaney, 
percussion, performing works from Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, and 
Mihaud. Dec. 3, at 3 p.m., at Park Theatre, Union City. Tickets: 
$15, $10, and $8, half-priced for senior citizens. Call 865-6980. 
Also in Memorial Auditorium on Dec. 10 at 3 p.m. Free. Call: 
893-5226
MSC Flute Choir with director, Peggy Schecter will perform 
in McEachern Music Building Recital Hall on Dec. 5 at 8 p.m. 
Free. Call: 893-7219
MSC Jazz Ensemble will perform with Christopher White, 
director, on Dec. 14, at 8 p.ra., at McEachern Music Building 
Recital Hall. Free. Call: Audience Services at 893-5112
MSC Concert Band with conductor Don Butterfield will perform 
some ‘good ol’ band tunes’ and a few Christmas selections on 
Dec. 15, at 8 p.m., in Memorial Auditorium. Free. Call: 893- 
7219
Messiah Sing, Part 1, with Jack Sacher, conductor, will be 
presented at St. Peter’s Church, Essex Fells. Donations accepted. 
Call: 893-7219
If you’re interested in going Carolling on Monday, Dec. 11, 
early evening, stop by or call the Arts Editor at the Montclarion. 
Purely casual and intended only for fun! 893-5169 
Theatre:
Mainstage Theatre Series presents “Crimes of the Heart,” by 
Beth Henley. Nov. 30 through Dec. 2, and Dec. 7-9, 8 p.m., 2:15 
matinee on Dec. I and 8. The play will be performed in the Studio 
Theatre. Tickets are available at the Box Office at $6 general 
admission; $5 senior citizens, MSC faculty, staff, and alumni: $3 
students with MSC ID. Call at 893-5112
Experimental Theatre presents MSC student John Wooten in 
“Fortune’s End,” a staged reading, to be performed Dec. 13-15,
8  P - m „  Life Hall, Room 125. Call: Box Office. Call: 893-5112
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Anyone on your 
Christmas list 
impossible to buy for?
Ho. Ho. Ho.
You haven’t been to 
Graceful Touch.
*  i  t
Impossible needs 
fulfilled.
Cy  place you’re led to.
jewelry, crystals, clothing, bool's, 
tapes, CD’s, wind chimes, fine art 
...and friendly people.
Watchung Plaza •  next to Post Office 
46 Fairfield Street •  Montclair • 509-7751
Skating on the thin
ice of a new tour...
By R. Campos
Staff Writer
The lights went on after the 
opening band left the stage.
“Praise the Lord,” muttered 
my companion. It seems as if 
most opening bands, like, It 
Bites, who opened up for Jethro 
Tull on Nov. 9, are used to 
making the feature band seem 
that much better. Actually, after 
It Bites, anything would have 
been good. Unluckily, coming 
to this realization too late, we 
sat anxiously waiting for the 
feature band to come out on 
stage.
I had seen Jethro Tull on their 
last tour, but, unluckily, re­
member none if it, so I was 
excited to see what I had spent 
$25 for two years ago and 
missed.
As we sat waiting, we realized 
the importance of an intermis­
sion. It gives people a chance 
to go to the bathroom, relax,
discuss what they have just seen 
and a chance to roll another 
joint and smoke the pot they 
had brought with them.
Jethro Tull has been playing 
together for more than 20 years. 
A good part of the audience at 
Brendan Byrne Arena were of 
this older generation: people 
who have been going to Tull 
concerts since their first album 
was released in 1967.
As I looked around, I noticed 
people losing themselves in an 
attempt to recapture their youth 
and kindle forgotten dreams. 
Businessmen forgetting them­
selves in this facade and then 
going home to preach to their 
children about the ill effects of 
drugs and alcohol. If their 
children could only have seen 
them there.
All these hypocrites were 
there to see the old stuff. This 
was the reason I was there too, 
and I felt uncomfortable having 
a common bond with them.
I had already heard Tull’s 
new album , R ock Island, 
thanks to my roommate, anoth­
er big Tull fan who was also 
somewhere in the Arena, who 
had bought the CD. It didn’t 
come off the CD player from 
the time of its release and, as 
I recall, was still going when we 
left for the concert, so I was sort 
of familiar with the material.
The lights finally went out.
The band came on stage.
This was one of the most 
amazing shows I’ve seen in a 
long time. Every now and then, 
a band comes along that play 
together so tightly, they blow 
you away. Jethro Tull is one 
such band. They played their 
entire new album but also 
incorporated just as many of 
their old songs into the concert. 
It was a beautiful experience.
Like many 1 mds today, the 
concert also included a screen 
show. Different pictures were 
shown behind the band during
their performance. Their set 
also included numerous theat­
rics in between and during the 
songs. Some that come into 
mind are their “coal-powered 
organ” and men dressed all in 
white with white masks and 
white helmets with flashlights in 
them, sim ilar to  a m iner’s 
helmet. This succeeded in con­
fusing the hell out of me and 
made me realize what a strange 
man Ian Anderson really is. 
They played for about two 
hours without an intermission, 
but with an encore.
As we walked out of Byrne 
Arena into the cold midnight 
air, we opened the last two beers 
and looked around for MADD 
mothers and homicidal security 
guards. Once finished, we got 
into the car and my companion 
said, “So, what’s next buddy?”
“I don’t know,” I replied. “I 
hear Pavarotti is playing at the 
Met.”
“No, seriously, man...”
Look for the Pavarotti review in 
next week’s Arts section.-Ed. Note
CLASS ONE CONCERTS
PRESENTS:
BadCugCiok
TICKCTS* Featuri"s: John Waite, Neal Schon &
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Spring Semester Residency Suivey
In order for us to get on idea of our possible vacancies for 
Spring Semester, w e need to find out w hat you ore planning 
fo r next semester. Your Resident Assistant (PA) w ill be 
approaching you soon and you w ill be hand delivered on 
application from which you should complete ONLY IF YOU ARE 
PLANNING TO LIVE OFF CAMPUS FOR SPRING SEMESTER
This form  (Spring Residency Suivey) should be returned to the 
office of Residence Life (Bohn 4th Floor) no later than Friday, 
December 1st, 1989. It is very important that this deadline be
kept and failure to submit this survey w ill result in a $60.00 
penalty.
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Part-time
« Pa°kage Handlers
GOOD THINGS] 
I COME IN OUR 1
p a c k a g e
s.cUnòyo“ "s pac'-"°
vou’HseeNNha e issec-
o n d in o n e . ^  U a U V
Then there’3urter L ne U be9 ,nS I  ‘" c re s o u r :
*22 « 9  peth o U / Ä c . h, r s 
$  to  sta»11
So, if you ’re looking for a great part-time job, 
look no further.
ENGLEWOOD
148 West Forest Ave. 
INTERVIEW HOURS: 
Tues 9AM-11AM 
or call 201-569-4919
SPRING VALLEY
Murray Hill Drive and 
Pascack Road 
INTERVIEW HOURS 
Wed 9AM-11AM 
or call 914-352-0450
SECAUCUSSADDLE BROOK
280 Midland Avenue 493 County Avenue
INTERVIEW HOURS: INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon & Tues 6PM-8PM Mon-Thurs 9AM-11AM, 4PM-8PM 
Tues & Thurs 2PM-4PM Friday 9AM-11AM, 6PM-8PM
or call 201-267-2806, Voice Box® 5400 
or 201-330-2315
■ T ra d e m a rk  o f V o ic e  B ox  S y s te m s  IN C .
you're f e w ® * *  ^
_ more beneW ssuch  as'.
For students, we’ve got something 1 n 
extra special.
ftiition reimbursement
(up to $2,000 a semester on 
selected sorts) pres
M e d i c a 1 
D e n t a l
Lite '"T c T e  V is io n  c a  la n  
c r ip t io n d r u g ^ .------
W 1
ups
United Parcel Service
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
i ç r8Pi .()f. ¡o'iiM '-’cVí . /ab iuri I \nonú lo ifío t/. sr.T
J o bs
-WRITING—R E S E A R C H - 
EDITING Versatile, expert 
staff. Fast service, reasonable 
rates. 800-331-9783 ext. 888 
-ATTENTION: EARN
MONEY READING BOOKS! 
$32,000/year income potential. 
Details 1 -602-838-8885 Ext. Bk 
6837.
-EARN $2,000-54,000 Search­
ing for employment that permits 
working your own hours, but 
still challenging enough for your 
entrepreneurial skills? Manage 
programs for Fortune 500 Com­
panies. Earn $2,000 - $4,000. 
Call 1-800-932-0528, ext. 11. 
Ideal for graduate students. 
-A TTEN TIO N —GO VERN­
MENT SEIZED VEHICLES 
from $100. Fords, Mercedes, 
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus 
Buyer’s Guide. 1 -602-838-8885 
Ext. A 18604.
-Term papers a challenge? Need 
help organizing material, writ­
ing effectively.
-MUSEUM TOUR GUIDE— 
part time, Dey Mansion Muse­
um, Wayne, N.J., Wednesday- 
Sunday, call 696-1776. 
-GRAM M ATICUS: THE
WORD WIZARD. Word Pro­
cessing, Desk-Top Publishing, 
Graphs, D ata Processing. 
LASER PRINTING. Dissera- 
tions, Thesis, Reports. Call 773- 
4867.
-PARKING ATTENDANTS 
ALL SHIFTS-Perfect job for 
students. Drivers license reg. 18 
or older and have own car. Ex. 
sal. Call Advanced Parking 
Concepts. T-F 10 am to 5 pm: 
857-2008.
-Childcare for wonderful 4 year 
old. 10-20 hrs./wk., mostly late 
afternoons, eve. and weekends. 
Occassional overnight. Must be 
flexible, reliable. Own trans. 
References. Begin Dec. 1. 744- 
OS 12.
-Babysitter wanted for 2 year 
old in my Caldwell home- 
•Weekdays. You decide how 
many hours you can work. Call 
228-4071.
-A TTE N TIO N —G O VERN­
MENT HOMES from $1 (U- 
repair). Delinquent tax proper­
ty. Repossesions. Call 1-602- 
838-8885 Ext. GH 18604. 
-Gymnastics Instructors/Pre- 
School instructors needed. En­
thusiasm and experience neces­
sary. Part-time. Ft. Lee 592- 
8782, Westwood 666-6004.
-A FREE GIFT JUST FOR 
CALLING PLUS RAISE UP 
TO $1,700 IN ONLY TEN 
DAYS! Student groups, frater­
nities and sororities needed for 
marketing project on campus. 
For details plus a FREE GIFT, 
group officers call 1-800-950- 
8472, ext. 0.
-Best Fundraisers On campus! 
Is your fraternity, sorority or 
club interested in earning 
$ 1,000- plus for a one-week, on- 
campus marketing project? You 
must be well-organized and 
hard working. Call Lisanne or 
Myra at 800-592-2121.
-A T T E N T IO N — H IR IN G ! 
Government jobs-your area. 
$17,840-69,485. Call 1-602-838- 
8885 Ext. R6837.
-Experienced, responsible per­
son to care for 14 month old 
in our Upper Montclair home, 
15-20 hours per week. Call after 
8 pm, 783-3908. Leave message. 
•Energetic, non-smoking female 
student to live in our home. 
Room and board plus salary in 
exchange for babysitting and 
light housekeeping. Call 509- 
8171.
-Travel Sales-Sell Spring Break 
Package Tours to Jamaica and 
Margarita Island. Earn free 
travel and extra cash. Great 
sales experience and flexible 
hours. Call 1-800-426-7710. 
-A T T E N T IO N —H IR IN G ! 
Government jobs-your area. 
Many imm editate openings 
without waiting list or test. 
$17,840-569,485. Call 1-602- 
838-8885. Ext R 18604. 
-Students! Work in your free 
time im our Fairfield Child Care 
Center. We offer flexible sche­
duling and good working con­
ditions. Call Fran at 227-4313 
for an appointment.
-WANTED: 30 students to lose 
30 lbs. in 30 days and still feast 
during the holidays. 100% nat­
ural weight loss program. Call 
Laurie (1-800-395^625) (Dec. 
11-23, M on.-Fri. 11-5 pm). 
Mention this ad for student 
discount.
F o r  S a le
—Bong & Olufsen (B&O) re- 
ciever with 8 preset stations. 
Looks very sharp $190.00. Call 
Russ 744-3435.
-Panasonic Eletronic Typewri­
ter with spell verify, 8,000 word 
dictionary, like new; Solid oak 
high chair with chair pads; 
Fisher Price portacrib. Best 
offers, call Donna 509-0904. -
1983 Chevrolet C itation, 6 
cylinder, automatic, P /S , A/C, 
FM /AM  stereo, 4 door, 85k 
miles, V.G. condition, $3,500 or 
best offer. 429-9578.
A tten tion
-FINANCIAL AID. Let us 
show you how to get the most 
money even if you don’t show 
a financial need. Call 875-8850. 
-Students who need a tutor in 
calculus and general physics 
please call 472-6956. Ask for 
George.
GREAT NOTCH
Exxon Sho
MSCs CONVENIENT 
CONVENIENCE STORE
•  SANDWICHES
•  SNACKS
•  SODA
•  SMOKES
•  SWEETS
•  SOUPS
•  MILK
•  MUNCHIES
•  MIXERS
•  MEATBALLS
•  MAPS
•  MUCH MORE
OPEN 24 H O U R S E V E R Y D A  Y! 
Right down the hill on Route 46 East
l ^ i
-LAKE PLACID SKI WEE­
KEND. Fri. Jan 12-Sun. Jan. 
14. S165/PP includes: R /T  
M otorcoach transportation, 
lodging, and All MEALS. Dis­
counts available. Prices can not 
be beat. Join us for the hottest 
weekend this winter. Interested? 
Call Chris 783-2389 or 743- 
5024.
WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS? REPORTS?
RESUMES 'COVER LETTERS?
WE CAN HELP/
Satisfaction Guaranteed 
FREE Pickup/Delivery
Word Processing Training 
Free Demo Lesson 
Student Discountl
IMPRINT WORD PROCESSING 
(201) 763-0484
-Ride from  M aplewood to 
Montclair St. 8:00 am Mon­
days, Wednesdays and Thurs­
days. Call: Amy Popp 762-9170.
MC AT
D r. Blank teaches 
11 session complete review . 
Copious study m aterials. 
Video cassette make-ups. 
ta tervb w  counseling.
90% success ra te .
Dr. Blank 201988-1054
D A T / O  AT
TELEMARKETING
PART-TIME 
EVENINGS, 
WEEKENDS, 
AFTERNOONS
Ice
•n e Ü » ^ , " * ^ 4 ^
* * * * *  * * * * *  
!  Free Ice to MSC Students w/pürchase of a keg
We Offer To You:
• A conveniently located office near 
Rts. 80, 287, 46 & 80
• Flexible Work Schedule 
Mon.-Fri.: 2PM-5PM; 5:30PM-8:30PM 
Saturday: 9AM -12 Noon
Sunday: 11:30AM-2:30PM
• S600/Hr. -  Commission
CALL 428-4444 OR 1-800-227-0164  
FOR MORE IN FORMATION! 
E ïm u d d 4 .u .e
MORRIS COUNTY’S LOCAL NEWSPAPER
Mother Goose and Grimm
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com ics
By Mike Peters
Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
Outland By Berkeley Breathed
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Roadway Package System 
WANTS YOU!!!
* Part time hours
* Starting pay: 7.50/hr - After 90 days: 
9.00/hr
* Im m ediate openings for package 
handlers
* Shift: Midnight to 5 a.m. or 5:30 to 
10:30 p.m.
* 3, 4 or 5 days a week
* Students are also employed as:
P /T  Supervisors Data entry persons 
Quality Controllers F /T  after graduation
Two New Jersey Locations:
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEMS, INC.
19 Daniel Road 5-61 Bay Avenue
Fairfield, NJ 07006 Elizabeth, NJ 0720
(201) 882-6629 (201) 351-9381
CALL TO D A Y
An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer
1
T I
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM
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CASH?
Domino's Pizza, the world’s largest 
pizza delivery company, is now hiring 
delivery drivers. If you are 18 years 
old, have a valid driver's license, 
automobile insurance, a good driving 
record, and access to a car, you can:
•  Make an average of $7-$10 an hour.
•  Enjoy the freedom of being on the 
road.
•  Work flexible hours.
•  Be part of the excitement of the 
world's fastest-growing pizza 
delivery company.
To apply, stop in at 516 VALLEY 
ROAD (next to the A&P) or call 
744-0006.
FREE
¡ 3 M
^  p 1 z z a
l
PEPSI
I -
Monday Night Pizza & 
Football Special
Get 1 liter of Pepsi free with delivery of a pizza with 
one or more toppings.
893-5100
RATHSKELLER
Valid only lo r delivery - present coupon (or Iree Pepsi.
FREE DELIVERY • Monday - Thursday, 7 • 10:30 pm • Residence Halls & 
Clove Road Apartments ONLY!
H
Value
$1.50
Value
$1.50
ONE FREE TOPPING
with delivery of whole pizza
Pepperoni • Sausage • Mushroom • Onions • Peppers • Black Olives
893-5100
RATHSKELLER
Valid only for delivery - present coupon for discount.
FREE DELIVERY • Monday - Thursday, 7 • 10:30 pm • Residence Halls &
| Clove Road Apartments ONLY!
-
DOC
1
T h e  n o »
t r u s t e  T t
CHRISTMAS SPECTACULAR
3$ p
Bus leaving MSC a t 5:30 p.m. 
Returning to  MSC a t 11:30 p.m 
Tickets are $15.00 
(Limit 4 per student u//ID)
“Get into the holiday spirit!!”
On Wednesday Dec. 13,1989
Show begins a t 8:00 p.m.
Tickets on sale:
Mon., Dec. 4 - 12:30 pm-2:30 pm 
Tues., Dec. 5 -11:00 am-l:00pm 
U/ed., Dec. 6 -12:30 pm-2:30 pm
at the Ticket Booth 
in Student Center Annex
For more inro, call 893-5232 - Ask for Mitch or Ellen.
CLUB is Class I o f the SQA
The Bottom.Line
by Matt Wintner
Something had to give. Notre 
Dame, with Heismann candi­
date Tony Rice, took their 23 
game winning streak into the 
Orange Bowl to face the Miami 
Hurricanes this past Saturday. 
The Canes, with a 31 home 
winning streak, were 6-0 against 
#1 ranked teams in the 80’s. 
Plus, they had lost to the Irish 
in Miami this decade.
What happened? In the Su­
perstition Bowl, the Irish left 
their four-leaf-clover in South 
Bend, and the Orange Bowl jinx 
continued to hunt UM oppo­
sition. Canes 27 ND 10.
Despite the fact that Notre 
Dame was ranked #1 in the 
country, while Miami was 7th, 
it was Notre Dame that was a 
11/2 point underdog. With the 
exception of the South Florida 
area, many fans, betting and 
non-betting alike, were favoring 
Lou Holtz’team. On November 
25th, on a warm, breezy night 
in the Sunshine State, the men 
in Orange and Green, turned the 
Irish black and blue, crushed 
Rice’s Heismann dream, and 
reopened a door which reads; 
National Champs Enter Here.
In the second half, the Canes 
left hope for a national title alive 
when they opened the 3rd 
quarter with what can simply be 
called “The Drive”. With the 
score tied at 10, Miami held the 
ball for 10 minutes and 47 
seconds. The drive was highligh­
ted when Miami converted on 
a 3rd and 44 play when QB 
Craig Erickson connected with 
Randall Hill for 44 yards. From 
there, the defense clamped 
down and shut down the op­
position for the remainder of the 
ball game.
The Notre Dame loss creates 
an ironic situation for both 
teams. Miami will travel to New 
Orleans to play either Alabama 
or Tennessee in the Sugar Bowl 
on January 1st; while Notre 
Dame will play undefeated 
Colorado in the Orange Bowl. 
The Miami faithful will hope for 
Alabama to beat Auburn on 
Saturday. A Crimson Tide 
victory would give Bama an 11- 
0 record with a shot of a nation 
crown as well.
In order for either Sugar 
Bowl participants to have a shot 
at a national crown, Colorado 
must lose to Notre Dame. If the 
Buffaloes can hand the Irish a 
loss, Colorado wins the national 
title.
However, if Notre Dame 
beats Colorado, the winner of 
a possible Miami-Bama show­
down could win the national 
championship. Therefore, Cane
fans who just booed Notre 
Dame to earpiercing levels, will 
have to cheer the Irish as they 
try to stop Colorado’s title 
dreams on New Year’s night.
On Monday Night, Jim Kelly 
and the Buffalo Bills will at­
tempt to come one step closer 
to an AFC East title as they 
head to Seattle to face the 
Seahawks.
The Seahawks have a 
disappointing(4-8) record under 
coach Chuck Knox. Seattle GM 
Tom Flores may have to ponder 
whether or not to keep Knox 
around for next season as they 
have been a study of mediocrity 
for the past three seasons. 
Perhaps Tom Flores himself 
should take over the head 
coaching job in Seattle. After 
all, he did have quite a bit of 
success in Raiderland when he 
coached the silver and black 
earlier in the 80’s.
Last week, both the Bills and 
Seahawks had completely op­
posite showings. The Bills man­
handled the Cincinnati Bengals 
in Buffalo 24-7, while the Sea­
hawks were swallowed by the 
Broncos in Denver 41-14.
The point spread of Mon­
day’s contest is a reflection of 
last week’s performances by 
both teams. The Bills are cur­
rently favored by 6 points. 
Based on how well the Bills 
looked and how awful the 
Seahawks played, the Bills look 
like the clear-cut choice. Chan­
ces are if you lay the 6, you 
might go down in defeat. Take 
the Birds and the six. Seahawks 
23 Bills 20.
After an emotional victory 
like the Bills experienced, a 
letdown might be very possible. 
Plus the Bills have failed to 
cover the spread three times 
when they were road favorites. 
The obvious is not always the 
obvious.
Other Sunday Winners
Bengals plus 4 ...Boomer
Bounces Back
Skins -4...Birds get scalped
Chargers -4 1/2...It’s Miller
Time.
NFL Best Bets 5—0 
Season 14-12
sp o rts
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By Michael Walmsley *I
Sports Editor_______
I hope all you New Jersey 
Devil fans didn’t tune into your 
Sports Channel- for $15 a 
month- to watch the Devils play 
the Minnesota North Stars 
Friday night. And, to make the 
weekend complete, I pray that 
you didn’t tune in on Saturday 
night to Sports Channel- for $ 15 
a month- to view the Devils beat 
the Winnipeg Jets. It would be 
asking too much of Sports 
Channel to transmit the game 
back to the New Jersey area. 
Instead, Sports Channel choose 
to broadcast a soccer game from 
somewhere in Europe. Who 
cares to watch some drunk fans 
from England trample each 
other! I’m not interested in 
watching that. If I wanted to 
watch soccer, all that I would 
have to is turn my dial to one 
of the remote foreign country 
channels; where soccer is the 
main event. It’s not that I don’t 
appreciate the game of soccer, 
I’m very proud that our U.S. 
soccer team has qualified for the 
World Cup (The first time in 
40 years). But, I’ll view that on 
Wide World o f  Sports for free.
I subscribe to Sports Channel 
to watch the Devils, Nets (as 
little as possible), and the Mets. 
Why are you (Sports Channel), 
showing us this garbage? Don’t 
you think we (subscribers) pay 
enough money for you to afford 
a broadcast and camera crew to 
fly to the mid-west? MSG 
televises all the Ranger games, 
and I get that station for no­
thing. Hey, SportsChannel, get 
your act together and give the 
fans the attention they deserve. 
(For $280 a year).
I was left no other choice but 
to listen to the games on WABC 
radio. And if you’re interested,
I must tell you that they do a 
fine job. When I attend Devils 
games, I prefer to sit next to 
the radio booth in the press box. 
Good job guys!
Hey Stan Fischler, remember 
when you said in the 1988 
playoffs that Patrick Sund- 
strom is not important to the 
Devils team success(Sundstrom 
was suffering back pains and 
wasn’t sure if he was going to 
play from game to game). 
Fischler told a huge audience on 
Sports Channel after a Devils 
playoff game against Washing­
ton that; it didn’t matter if 
Patrick Sundstrom played or 
not. That the Devils were flying 
high and could win without 
Sundstrom in the line-up. Stan, 
the BOO of the Devils 
Franchise,goes to you, Buddy.
Maybe Sports Channel 
should take a look at its Devils 
agenda and accomodate it’s 
viewers with an updated TV 
schedule that includes the full 
schedule of games.
The TV broadcast team of 
Peter McNab and Gary Thorne 
call the Devils games on TV for 
Sports Channel. Don’t touch 
that broadcast team, they are 
very informative. Nice job of 
keeping the fans informed and 
entertained. Sports Channel, 
don’t do what The Mets did and 
release Thorne, one of the better 
play by play men in sports 
broadcasting.
The Devils record, just to get 
you up to date, is 11-10-3. At 
this point in the season it’s fair 
to say that the Devils are a 500 
Team and no better. I’m sick 
of telling you that the talent is 
there,and they just have to put 
it together. This fact is true, but 
they’re missing a very important
part of the game. And that 
missing link is defense. They can 
score goals, but their defensive 
play is terrible. The Devils 
defense has allowed an average 
of 3.93 goals per game. Ranking 
them 15th in the league for goals 
allowed percentage per game.
Coach John Cunniff and staff 
must tighten up the defensive 
zone play, or be prepared to 
play high scoring shootouts 
night in and night out.
Coach Cunniff has said that 
Bruce Driver is his mainstay on 
defense, and Driver has re­
sponded by playing sound de­
fense and being in the top ten 
in scoring among defensemen in 
the N.H.L.
With Fetisov not playing up 
to par, besides being injured 
with a sprained knee, players 
like Craig Wolanin and Ken 
Daneyko must play a tough 
crease clearing, physical brand 
of hockey.
Leave the offensive play to 
the offensive players the Devils 
have acquired this off season 
and last season.
Hey Coach, tighten up that 
defense, or be prepared to free 
wheel from start to finish. And, 
I’m sure Burke and Terreri will 
thank you for less traffic and 
chaos in front of the net.
Terreri played solid game in 
victory over The Jets this past 
Saturday night. Giving Cunniff 
the confidence he needed so he 
wouldn’t hesitate in giving 
Terreri the net.
Sports
Inside sports...
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LiJu.Chip Shots
by Michael Walmsley
M S C N E W S
The MSC Red Hawk Soccer Team held it’s annual awards 
dinner last night in Little Falls.
Among the awards given, Rob Chesney was given the MVP 
Award for the 2nd straight year. Awarding Chesney for his 
talent and leadership throught the season. Good choice.
Others receiving awards were:
Most Dedicated Senior: Adam McNally
MVP Offense: Fernando Barboto
MVP Delense: Bill Fitzpatrick (2nd Straight year)
Most Improved: Michael Harrington
The women’s basketball team, (3-1), will be participating in 
The Dial Soap Basketball Classic this weekend at MSC. The 
Premier Tournament Series in Women’s Collegiate Basketball 
opens up Friday night with Allegheny College playing 
Randolph, 6 PM at Panzer Gym. Followed by the girls of 
MSC taking on rival Ithaca College at 8 PM.
Saturday afternoon, the consolation game will be played at 
2 pm with the championship game set for 4 pm.
Tickets are $3 for adults and $2 for children, senior citizens, 
and students with I.D. For further information call 893-5234.
Fifteen teams competed in this fall’s flag football league 
sponsored by the Student Intramural and Leisure Council. The 
campus championship game, held on November 9 on Sprague 
Field, saw the Bushmen versus The Birds. In a close and exciting 
game, the Birds were victorious, with a 26 to 19 win.
With this win, the Birds went on to represent MSC in the 
New Jersey Extramural Flag Football Championship at William 
Paterson College on November 11, 1989. The Birds Finished 
the tournament with a 2-1 record, having lost to William 
Paterson in the first game.
Congratulations to all of The Birds for their fine season; 
Drew, Chris, Jim D., Leroy, Frank, Jim W., Vinny, Gav, 
Squally, and Mike.
The MSC Red Hawk Hockey Team’s record stands at 2- 
4-0. The Hawks are playing Fordham on Saturday night at 
McKay arena. Followed by a game this Saturday night with 
William Paterson at Montclair. For more information call 893-
5236.
Favorites
Giants (-3) 
Oilers (-3)
Saints (—3 1/2)
MAGIC MIKE’S PICKS: 
Underdog
Eagles
Steelers
Lions
Record to date: 12-12-0
Season is over!
By Mike Cohen
Staff Writer
After losing its first game of 
the season 24-6, it would have 
been hard to consider the MSC 
football team a powerhouse. 
But, with great leadership and 
coaching, MSC is just that. 
After the loss to Central Con­
necticut,MSC went on a 9-1-1 
streak which ended in the final 
round of the NCAA Eastern 
Regional playoffs on Sunday.
The Redhawks were held to 
just 2 first downs and(-54) yards 
rushing enroute to a 45-6 loss 
at the hands of the Union 
College Dutchman.
MSC was hampered by the 
early loss of QB Ed Baffige due 
to an injury. The only highlight 
of the game for the Redhawks 
wasan82 yard touchdown pass 
from Leon Kislowski to Amod 
Field. The defense was over­
whelmed, giving up 506 yards 
in total offense to Union Col­
lege.
Dan Walsh led the MSC 
offense with 24 yards rushing on 
9 carries. Leon Kislowski threw 
for 114 yards and a touchdown. 
While the final game of the 
season was the dark spot of the 
year for MSC, the Redhawks
played inspired football up to 
that point.
How many times do you 
remember seeing Paul Cioffi on 
the sidelines cheering the team 
on? How about Ed Baffige 
coming up big in the clutch, 
when Dan Walsh w'ent down 
against Trenton State, Baffige 
fired as Amod Field went deep 
and everyone gasped in antic­
ipation.
Dan Walsh was the ultimate 
warrior. Running around, and 
when necessary, over defenders. 
Walsh led the team in rushing 
with 1370 yards in 258 carries. 
He also was one of the leading 
scorers in the state with 16 
touchdowns. These numbers 
are even more amazing consid­
ering that Dan missed two 
games due to an arm injury.
Jeff McGregor was the class 
of the team, making so many 
key blocks and receptions and 
getting very little credit for his 
hard work. Jeff provided two 
key runs against TSC that led 
to MSC’s go ahead score.
The future is bright for MSC 
because of players like John 
Walker, John Fiore, and Paul 
Cioffi. Walker gained 593 yards 
on 99 carries in a back up role
to Dan Walsh. Fiore returns to 
the line-up after missing most
of the season due to an injury. 
Cioffi will be back for his senior 
year, after another stellar season 
at defensive end. Cioffi had 15 
QB sacks and 150 tackles to lead 
the team in both categories.
Key losses for MSC will be 
at RB and linebacker where 
they will lose Dan Walsh, Mike 
Murphy, and Lance Luccarelli.
Anyone who has followed 
MSC this year will have very 
fond memories of the season 
past. Like Amod Field leaping 
high in the air in the East 
Stroudsburgendzone to bring 
MSC their first victory.
We were all angry when TSC 
came back to tie the game, but 
were comforted to know that 
our team had comeback and 
played one of the best games of 
the year. Finally, we were 
overjoyed for coach Rick Gian- 
cola who became the winningest 
coach in MSC’s history and 
deserves all the credit and 
accolades he gets.
The future looks bright at 
MSC for next year’s season. But 
the seniors leaving will not be 
forgotten. Thanks for the me­
mories!
Pick
Giants (-3) 
Oilers (-3) 
Saints (-3 1 / 2)
Dan Walsh, gone but not forgotten
